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wil l  be partly sunny with highs in the 
50s. Monday night wi l l  be windy 
and colder with a chance of rain or 
snow , lows in the upper 20s .  
ridders win first playoff garrie 
oclaiming themselves "No .  1" Eastern 's Panthers 
the field following their 21 -1 4 victory over Northern 
rado Saturday in  the f irst round of the NCAA Division II 
ffs at O' Brien Stadium. The gridders wi l l  battle North 
a next Saturday in  semifinal p lay in  Florence, Ala. 
P ictured are center George Tuzi l  {76), l ineback_er M ike 
Trepanier (33), fu l lback Rod Slaughter (45) , running back 
Laurent Baker (3 1 ) and quarterback Chuck Wright (14) . 
(News photo by Tom Roberts) 
...... fun replaced by work 
dyYoung 
Secretary of State Jim Edgar 
Sunday he is still excited about the 
intment, but ' ' the fun has been 
ed by work . "  
gar was appointed t o  the position 
Gov. Jim Thompson Tuesday . He 
replace Alaa. Dixon, who is 
ting the position for a seat in the 
. Senate. 
It's still pretty exciting, but I 'm 
g to figure out what I 'm going to 
w," Edgar said . 
gar is a former I llinois legislator 
Charleston , representing the 53rd 
· t, an Eastern graduate and 
r student body president and 
recently, Thompson' s  leg1slati ve 
n. 
gar said he learned of his 
intment las t  "Su nday or 
day." 
e said he had " thought he had a 
" at the office but did not know 
sure if he was the governor's 
House Minority Leader 
ge Ryan' s  announcement Monday 
that he would hot accept the· position -
"did have an impact" on the 
governor 's  decision.  
Edgar said he was "very happy" 
when he learned of his appointment . 
" I  had to keep pinching myself to 
make sure it was really happening , ' '  he 
said . · 
He aQded his family was also 
excited . 
"They were maybe a l i t t le  
nervous-like myself-but they are 
look ing  forward to the  new 
challenge, "  he said . 
Edgar said he has not yet set out 
specific plans of what he wants to 
accomplish as Secretary of State . 
"I ' ll take over the first week of 
January and I'll know then. But right 
now I don' t  have any specific changes 
planned . 
"But I have things in the back of my 
mind ,"  he said . 
· 
Edgar said a " transition team" will 
meet. with the Secretary of State's 
people next week to help him get a 
better understanding of the office . 
Edgar said he -expects to take over 
the office Jan. 5, the date Dixon will be 
sworn into the Senate. 
He said a formal inaugural· 
ceremony will be held when he takes 
over the position . 
During th i s  t rans i t ion  Gov . 
Thompson will appoint someone to fill 
Edgar ' s  current position of legislative 
liaison, he said . 
"There are different responsibilities 
(as Secretary of State) from liaison, but 
I ' ll deal with the same people, "  he 
said . 
Edgar also said he plans to· run for 
the office of Secretary of State in 1 982 .. 
He ·added he will "possibly have 
primary opposition" as " people out 
there might want to get a shot at it (the 
office) themselves . "  
But Edgar said he will deal with this 
"by trying to do as good as ,job as 
poss_ible . "  
' ' I will also try to get around and 
visit offices throughout the state and 
make my name known to people, " he 
said .  
S-C tries again to get additional funds 
e Ann Rentfrow sponsors of Senate Bill 2038 ,  have been 
pporters of the Illinois State working with the General Assembly to 
larships ' s  request for additional possibly have a reconsideration vote in 
'ng have decided to try again to January. 
ade the Illinois Senate to approve The Senate voted Nov. 2 1  not to give 
ementary · funds to finish out the ISSC supplementary funds to finish 
ds for the 1 980-8 1 school year . out the 1 980-8 1 year , despite a $5 . 3  
yce Stanridge, assistant director . million recommendation by  the Illinois 
the Student Grants program iq Board of Higher Education. . 
· field, said· Tuesday that Larry The ISSC ran out of its original 
jka, executive ISSC director, $85 .3 million earlier than expected this 
Sen. Aldo DeAngelis , one of the year and had to stop processing 
applications Aug. 28 after making 
1 1 3 ,029 awards . 
J6an Summit, administrative aid to 
DeAngelis, said "Senator DeAngelis 
has decided to ask for the $5 . 3  million 
_the board (IBHE) recommends instead 
of his original request for $9 .9  million . 
He decided not to press his luck with 
the $9 .9 . " 
She said the legislature will be in 
session agaii:_i. in the latter part of 
(See ISSC, page 7) 
by Dave Claypool 
Although performing rather 
�luggishly, Eastern' s  football team 
scored 21 first-half points to stave off 
Northern Colorado 2 1 - 1 4  in NCAA 
DivisioQ I I  quarter-final action 
Saturday at O 'Brien Stadium. 
The win boosts the Panthers into a 
regionally-televised semifinal game 
against the University of ·North 
Alabama in Florence, Ala. this 
Saturday . It ·also marks the fourth 
straight playoff victory for Eastern in 
three years .  
Although happy to accept the win, 
Panther head coach Darrell Mudra was 
not satisfied with his squad' s  showing. 
"We didn' t  come out and play all 
that well , "  the head coach said . "We 
came out very flat in the second half 
and I thought the field conditions hurt 
them much more than us . "  
. !he heavy snowfall which hit 
Chc.rleston on Thanksgiving Day 
caused poor field conditions when· it 
was removed-leaving just patches of 
grass . 
" Sure the field conditions played a 
part in the game, but not enough to 
determine the outcome, "  Eastern 
quarterback Chuck Wright said . "The 
thing that really hurt us today was the 
penalties . "  
Eastern was penalized eight times for 
92 yards while the Bears wert! caught 
six times for 48 yards. 
"Yeah , the penalties didn't  help us 
much, but we still should have won by 
more than what we did ,"  Eastern free 
safety Kevin Gray said . "We could 
have scored 45 more ·points today . ' '  
Even so, the Panthers did come out 
in the second half playing with much 
less enthusiasm than they had in the 
first half when they chalked up their 2 1  
points . · 
"The second half got off to a bad 
start , "  Eastern tight end Rob Mehalic 
said . "We just couldn' t  get things 
going . "  
But Mehalic found n o  troubles i n  the 
first half. 
The junior tight end hauled in three 
first-half passes for 30 yards and ended 
the game with six receptions for 58  
yards. · 
But while Mehalic was nabbing 
passes , Wright was making the big 
plays-connecting with wide receiver 
Scott McGhee and fullback Rod 
Slaughter on timely pass plays . 
In fact, it was a 1 3-yard pass across 
the middle from Wright to McGhee 
which got the Panther scoring started 
with 9:52 remaining in.the first period . 
But that pass only helped tie the 
score at seven, because Wright' s  
intended swing pass to  Slaughter on the 
second play of the game was n"abbed by 
UNC defensive end Deacon Nauslar 
and returned for a 24-yard touchdown. 
"I  had another option on that play, 
but I thought I could loft the ball over 
his head , "  Wright said of the 
intercepted pass play . "He just made a 
nice catch of a poorly thrown ball and I 
was just too slow to catch him . "  
,But once Eastern got o n  line toward 
its own end zone, the Bears were hard­
pressed to stop them. 
A fumble recovery by Panther 
defensive end- Keith Wojonowski on 
the UNC 1 5-yard line set up Eastern 
(See FOOTBALL, page 7) 
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Additional tremors; snow 
add to victims' misery 
NAPLES,  Italy-Two earth tremors Sunday 
jolted quake-stricken souther'n It�ly where snow 
and subfreezing temperatures added to the misery 
of thousands seeking shelter at the distant homes of 
friends or in government-provided hotel rooms.  
The first shock ,  at  about 3 a . m . ,  damaged a clinic 
in Potenza , forcing the evacuation of patients being 
treated for injuries from last Sunday's first quake, 
which killed more than 3,000 people . 
The second and stronger j olt came just before 9 
a . m .  Authorities said the aftershocks ,  among the 
strongest of nearly a hundred that have rumbled 
through the area with generally diminshing 
intensity, caused not deaths . But 62-year-old 
Giuseppe Fiorino died of a heart attack, officials 
said, after he rushed from his shaking house, saving 
two children , at Madonna de! Arce near Naples . 
" We're still scared, very scared , "  said an elderly 
woman who moved to her car after the pre-dawn 
jolt . 
The mi litary command's latest casualty figures 
showed 2,91 5 people dead, 1 , 547 missing and 7,079 
injured . 
High costs accompa.ny 
Southern California fires 
SAN BERNARDINO , Calif.-With four fires 
dying and seven others defeated , firefighters 
filtered out of Southern California's smoldering 
timber and brush Sunday-going home after a 
battle fought at what one offical said was an 
"astronomical " cost . 
Homeowners wiped out by the firestorms that 
charred tens of thousands of acres , destroyed 
hundreds of homes and took four lives decided 
whether to rebuild or move to less fire-prone· 
regions . 
" Usually, people build right in the same place 
again, but I just don't k now this time," said Gene 
Knight of the U . S .  Forest Service.  · 
Authorities said the cost of fighting the fires 
probably will 
'
not be determined until long after 
they are extinguished. 
But U . S .  Forest Service spokesman Bill Pidanick 
said , "The cost will be astronomical . My mind 
boggles with the figures for crews , helicopters , 
contracting of equipment, fuel and feed . "  
More than 750,000 gallons o f  fire retardant were 
dropped for a cost of $457 ,000 in retardant alone, 
he said . 
Religious sect members 
blamed for various crimes 
CHICAGO-Members of an obscure religous 
sect called the Black Hebrews have bilked airlines 
and banks out of millions of dollars and much of 
the money may have been sent to their colony in 
Israel, authorities say. 
"Recently, we have become· aware of a number 
of crimes that are attributed to members of  this 
organization , "  said James 0. Ingram, head of the 
FBI office in  Chicago, where the Black Hebrews are 
headquartered . 
The FBI said it is not investigating the sect·, itself, 
but only individual members . 
A leader of the Black Hebrews denied any 
criminal involvement .  
"We've never had any criminal element," s · 
Asiel Ben-Israel , who described himself as natio 
ambassador of the sect .  "These are the same m 
FBI agents who smeared Dr.  Martin Luther Kin 
who once tried to discredit every black organizati 
in America. Now they're saying our hands are di 
again . " 
The Chicago Tribune, in  detailing the allegatio 
against the sect, reported Sunday that Bl 
Hebrew members have taken $4.4 million doll 
from businesses in various schemes during the 1 
1 5  months . · 
High numbers of suicides 
prompt AMA study 
CHICAGO-An alarming number of suicides 
physicians has prompted the American Medi 
Association to call fqr - a study to find out w 
doctors are killing themselves. 
An estimated l in 3 1  physician deaths is due 
suicide, but the AMA fears the number may 
much higher when unexplained behavior, or th 
due to self-destructive behavior are included. 
" Doctors , lawyers and clergymen have them 
problems. with drug abuse ,  alcoholism and sui · 
but I would say that doctqrs are at the hig 
risk," said Dr.  George A. Mann ,  head of the Ad 
Chemical dependency Treatment Unit at St. Ma 
Hospital in Minneapolis . 
Mann has been treating impaired physicians 
1 0  years .  He said the profession has long kno 
how serious the problem is, but is j ust beginning 
talk about i t .  
Walters' Tree Farm 
4 ft. to 30 ft. trees! 
Pine and Spruce! 
W reat
_
h s ,  roping and greenery !  
C u t  y o u r  o w n  o r  c h o ose from t h e  lot 
,4 REASONABLE PRICES ,4 
Student Special 
Wed., Dec. 3 at 6:30 
5 miles east of Charleston on Rte. 1 6. 
Turn n o rth at Char leston Speedway 
Dally 8-5 p. m. 
University Union Grand Ballroom 
Dress Rehearsal, Dessert - Wassail 
Prepare For 
EIU Chamber Singers, costumed in medieval dress and 
" 
accompanied by a brass ensemble, will perform new and 
MCAT · GMAT · LSAT 
SAT· DAT· GRE 
familiar Christmas Songs. 
"Classes begin this week for fall exams" 
-Also- " 
"Amahl and the Night Visitors", Menotti's beautiful chamber •' 
opera will be performed. I r 
C�-H. 
!�a�e� 
Call Days Evenl.,1s & Weekends 
TICKETS SOLD AT UNION TICKET . �::::- '-
OFBCE AND AT THE DOOR _ : TEST PREPARATION SPECIALISTS SINCE 1931 
616 E. Green 
Champaign,. IL 
367-0011 
$2.00-ID's CHECKED AT DOOR , 
'WW1 Ctnlen :n More Than 80 Ma1or U.S. Citits Puerto Rico. Toronto Can1d1 & Luc1no. Sw1t1"rl1n.1 
For information about other centers OUTSIDE N.Y. STATE CALL TOLL FREE 800-223-1782 
·� ... ,. ,. ,. ,. ,. 
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"A bottle of white . . .  '' 
During the annual wine-tasting festival held at Roe's Lounge Saturday night ,  
teve Hogar·, a representative of Mi rassou Wines, arranged bottles and f i l led 
glasses. Participants of the festival danced the polka to the music of a German 
ban'd while testing their .talents as wine connoisseurs . (News photo by Marcia 
Steele) 
Bu'rris says Illinois 
must watch spen ding 
by Scott Fishel political system you are making your 
Illi�ois State Comptroller Roland influence felt on what happens to your 
W. Burris said Tuesday at Eastern the money , '; he said . 
state of Illinois is " fortunate to have He said the American system of 
weathered.the current economic down- government "does have s ome 
turn" while still providing tax relief to problems" but added " there is no 
the.citizens . system like that of the United States . "  
He referred to last year' s  sales tax He used the recent presidential 
cut on certain medidnes and food election as an example, contrasting 
items and said based on the current how leadership in the United States is 
economic outlook "we (the state) must transferred without the bloody 
proceed with a note of caution . ' '  revolutions o f  other nations . 
"We must watch our spending;' ' he Burris also defended President 
said . Carter' s  administration, saying "the 
Burris visited Eastern and spoke to a best kept secret in the country was his 
political parties class before speaking (the president' s) record .
, ,  
at a meeting o f  the Charleston· Rotary "He (Carter) passed more legislation 
Tuesday afternoon . than any president since Franklin 
Burris blamed much of  the country' s  Roosevelt , "  he said .  "Nobody gave 
current economic problems on what he him credit for it . "  
referred to as the "oil situation" and a Burris said the voter ' s  approval of 
decline in American productivity.  the constitutional amendment that will  
He s a i d  ma n y  A m e ri c a n reduce the size of the Illinois legislature 
manufacturers , such as the makers of was a "bad move." 
large luxury cars, have failed to He said he did not support the 
conform to the public demand for · amendment and .when it goes into 
more economic cars . The people turn effect the state will see more 
instead to foreign-made products , Democrats elected .from upstate 
which hurts American production,  he districts and more Republicans from 
said . 
· downstate . 
"What is inflation but too many B u r r i s  wa s . i na u gurated as 
dollars chasing too many goods? " comptroller in 1 979. 
Burris asked. The office of the comptroller 1s the 
Burris also talked politics with the · fifth highest constitutional office in the 
students.  He urged students to become state . Since Secretary of State Alan 
involved in the political process by Dixon won his bid for U .S .  Senate oh 
exercising their right to vote . Nov .  4, Burris is. the highest 
"When you participate in the Democratic official in the state . 
llinois faculty pay below median 'A .Christmas Carol' 
tickets now on sale '1 Laura Rzepka 
Faculty salaries in Illinois have fallen 
4 to 6 percent below the median pay at 
similar schools in other states 
according to an analysis of faculty 
mpensation and salaries at public 
universities . 
The analysis is part of an annual 
1tudy of faculty compensation 
conducted by the Illinois Board of 
igher Education . 
George Mil ler , Eastern  v i c e  
esident for administration and 
nee, said the compensation gap is 
'significantly greater' '  than the salary 
p compared to other states.  
The primary cause of the erosion in 
culty compensation is the high rate 
finflation during the 1970s , the study 
owed . 
"The rate· of inflation has been. in 
double-digit area and we have 
er given salaries in that area , "  
Miller said.  
The affect of this salary inadequacy 
"hurts the instructor that stays at one 
institution" for a period of time, 
Miller said . 
Over a period of time "inadequate· 
faculty compensation is likely to lead 
to a gradual deterioration of the 
quality of the people in the academic 
profession, "  the study indicated . 
The inadequacy of both salaries and 
fringe benefits now buy a faculty 
member 1 5  percent less than it did in 
1 97 1  the study showed. 
Although some states pay for Blue 
Cross and Blue Shield coverage for 
faculty and their dependents ,  in 
I llinois ,  only faculty members receive 
this benefit,  Miller said.  
Miller said the state should attempt· 
to better equalize the benefit packages . 
"Our BOG (Board of Governors) , 
BHE as well as the governor (Jim 
Let us get you looking great 
for the holldaysll 
· 
Mal<e an appointment now for 
an)' type of braiding .QI the 
curly tool< or even for just a 
hair shaping! 
We're the Prosl 
720 4th St . 
Thompson), have recognized the 
compensation problem and have 
agreed to improve on compensation , "  
Miller said . 
Eastern ' s  fiscal year 1 982 budget 
request includes supplementary funds 
of $ 100 , 500 to increase faculty salaries , 
Miller said.  
The request is supported by the BOG 
and is currently before the IBHE , he 
added . 
Although $ 100 ,500 will not take care 
of the inequalities , Miller said he is 
optimistic that Eastern will receive the 
funds because of the "widespread 
recognition of the problem . "  
Tickets for the Charles Dickens' 
production "A Christmas Carol" will 
be available from 1-5 p . m .  Monday at 
the Fine Arts Building ticket office . 
Performances for the play are at 8 
p . m .  Friday and Saturday and Dec . 12  
and 13  and at 2 p .m.  Sunday and Dec . 
1 4, in the Doudna Fine Arts Center . 
J. Sain of the theater depa�tment , 
said tickets are $3 .50  for adults, $2 .50 
for youth and senior citizens and $2 for 
students.  Reservations can be made by 
phoning 58 1-3 1 1 0.  Group rates are 
available, he said . 
; 
� .. ' . page. F 0 ur Editoria ls represent themajority opinio n ofour editoria lboar 
Opinion I Commentary . 
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Unionizing is up to all workers 
Eastern clerical employees should carefully 
consider the option of joining the American 
Federation of State, County and Municipal 
Employees because it would be ·unfortunate if a 
minority of the workers determined the question 
of unionization. 
Recently authorization cards were distributed 
to the 1 50 clerical staff workers to seek their 
opinions· on unionization. If a majority of the 
cards are not returned, the AFSCME will not be 
able to petition to form a union of the clerical 
staff. 
The Eastern clerical staff was represented by 
AFSCME in 1973 when labor troubles occurred 
on campus. However, only 23 members of the 
150 member staff were represented. Due to this 
lack of the support this representation ended. 
The clerical staff has witnessed the success of 
AFSCME in securing salary increases for its 
current members, which include other civil 
service employees on campus. The AFSCME 
can negotiate for vacation, holiday pay and 
discipline regulations, part of the fringe benefits 
that can be acquired through union negotiations. 
Eastern's clerical staff is seeking salary 
increases because it is one of the lowest-paid 
clerical staffs at Illinois universities. If the clerical 
- staff workers wjsh to improve ·their bargaining 
power, they should seriously consider 
unionization as a means of doing so. They should 
. not be apathetic and allow the opportunity to 
accept or reject this proposal as a group slip 
away. 
Unionization of university employees will also 
affect the student body. Just as a well-paid 
faculty is beneficial for the student body, so is a 
well-paid clerical staff. Clerical workers on 
campus in offices such as Financial Aids are 
responsible for paper work which has a direct 
impact on students. 
We urge the clerical staff to consider the 
benefits of unionization and voice their opinion 
on this matter. If the majority of the workers want 
to reject unionization, fine. But all workers 
should voice some kind of opinion on the issue. 
This unionization should not be rejected by a 
silent majority. If it is rejected, the proponents 
should clearly express the reasons for their 
decision. Silence, in this case, may mean 
apathy. 
-Attendance should ·not affect grades 
Remember high school, when each absence or "cut" 
was dutifully recorded and later sent home to Mom and 
Dad? Did you think when you started college that that 
would change and more indicative measures of knowledge 
would be used as grading criteria? 
I thought so, but after over 100 hours of college classes , 
I find attendance is still being used as an important 
determinant .of a final grade . That is unfortunate and 
unwarranted . 
-
Scanning a syllabus on the fir�t day of class will 
generally tell a student quite a bit about the professor. One 
question that will certainly be answered is how he evaluates 
students . By tests? Papers? Class participation? 
Attendence? 
When that last word appears on a syllabus as a grade­
determining factor, watch out. More times than· not, the 
professor who uses attendance in determining a grade is 
telling you something-"You are not going to get much 
out of my lectures, so I need some other means to attract 
you to class . "  
Of course, a professor does not usually think that way, 
but if attendance in his previous classes was low, he will 
certainly try something to increase it .  Unfortunately, 
instead of altering the content of the course, making it 
/ more meaningful, the professor will gene.rally make it 
mandatory to attend, with the punishment for "cutting" 
being a lowered grade. 
I do not dread courses where attendance is an important 
grade variable because I am not a constant "cutter ."  On 
the contrary, I conscientiously attend my classes , except at 
those times when I have conflicts .  
Professors must realize that students are involved in 
outside activities and at times th.ose activities will conflict 
with their classes . Should a prospective politician or 
Viewpoint: 
Adrienne Moch 
journalist be penalized for missing classes while working 
on student government functions or the school paper? 
I -feel cheated when mandated to sit through worthless 
classes . We all should . Our time is too valuable to waste. 
We are paying for our classes , therefore, we should 
determine whether or not we attend. Professors get paid 
regardless of the number of students in their classes , but 
their egos get bruised when seats are empty. 
Sure, it is frustrating to those of us who must attend to 
do well to see other students do well when they do not 
attend regularly, but that is their luck. But even though 
they may pass,  those students are not getting their money's 
worth, and the fact that they can pas� without attending 
class reflects very poorly on the professor's instruction. 
It would be very frustrating to be denied an "A" 
because of poor attendance. Students who can still earn 
"A's" without attending class should be a warning to 
professors that the material presented in class is not 
meaningful .  Instead of lowering grades for poor 
attendance,  professors should change the content of 
classes so that students feel it is worth their while as well as 
necessary to attend . 
Professors who present worthless or unnecessary­
lectures should not punish the students who see them for 
what they are. It should be left up to us, the students,  to 
decide when we go to class .  
(Reprinted from Western Illinois University's Western 
Courier.) · 
-- ----=-




a different town 
during break -
Now that the Thanksgiving vacati 
is over, it's time for Eastern students 
straggle back to campus, remem 
that they are students with homewor 
and papers due and discuss "What 
-Did Over Thanksgiving Break." 
And I have a recommendation i 
those who want to have liveli 
discussions after the next vacation. 
you want to do something that's re 
different,  try doing what I did i 
Thanksgiving-I stayed in Charleston. 
An important point to remember · 
_that staying in Charleston is not at 
the same as staying at Eastern. In man 
ways , the two are totally separa 
communities . I 'm not. sure wheth 
that's good or bad, but it does m 
hanging around town when East 
students are gone a unique experience. 
For example, if you want tQ impr 
you bar-hopping friends with fast fa 
about the local watering holes, try 
sticking around here over" Christmas 
find out . what happen; duri 
vacations . 
You'll find that Ike's  clo 
down-yes , it' s really not open at 
Also, Marty's shuts down; Sporty 
and RB's gain new atmospheres wi 
no students present; Roe's  closes o 
some rooms; and going· to Ted's mak 
you feel old because it's filled wi 
young Charleston residents . 
But the bars aren't the only places 
entertainment which undergo chan 
over Eastern vacations. If you d · 
to go see . a movie in either Charles 
or Mattoon, you'll probably find o 
of two things: the theater wil 
practically empty, or it will be fil 
with high-school couples . 
You may even experience what I · 
last �eek. The audience in a Matt 
theater one night consisted of me 
four high-schoolers on a double date. 
But I don't want to sound negat' 
about any of these situations. Wh 
you're a student at Eastern, y 
sometimes tend to get so wrapped up · 
school that you forget there is a 
world out there somewhere , and it' 
nice to take time to find out that t 
world-even including good o 
Charleston-doesn' t  revolve arou 
your college career . 
Of course , there are 
disadvantages to spending yo 
vacation in Charleston . One promine 
one is that you can' t  conveniently lea 
your books and homework 300 mil 
behind -you when you take off i 
home. You get to stay here, walk 
Booth Library and feel guilty beca 
y o u ' r e  n o t  do i n g  anyth in  
academically inclined . 
And even worse, it does get Ion 
and kind of boring when Eas 
students are gone. Sure , you get 
experience a relaxed and· laid-ha 
atmosphere, but it ' s  just not the s 
without your friends . 
So weigh the advantages 
disadvantages and decide for yoursel 
If you want to go somewhere rea 
different for your next vacation, 
not going anywhere at all . 
by Jane Meyer 
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Outlaw concert 
canceled du� 
Student wage hike may cause problems 
to little interest 
by  Jane Meyer 
The Outlaws concert scheduled for 
Tuesday in Lantz gymnasium has been 
canceled due to the low number of 
ticket sales , Booker Suggs, 
concert committee adviser , said 
Sunday. 
Suggs said the promoter for the 
Outlaws pulled the show because only 
SSO tickets have been sold . A 
reasonable number of advance tickets 
to assure the performance would have 
ileen around 2 , 500 tickets,  Suggs said. 
"There are many reasons why the 
tickets didn't sell , "  Suggs said . "The 
Outlaws just came out with a new 
album but I'm afraid it was a little too 
late to get students interested in the 
group again . "  
The Outiaws last performed at 
Eastern in fall 1 978 and since that time 
have not released any new recordings 
until very recently, Suggs said.  
"Tastes have evidently changed 
since the last time they were here ,"  he 
said. . 
Suggs ·said, however , that the 
University Board will not lose any 
oney on the concert because it was 
promoted . This means the promoter 
settles with the group on the amount of 
money it will receive even if the concert 
should be canceled. 
Suggs said refunds for the advance 
lickets may be picked up at the 
University Union box office between 9 
m. and 4 p .m .  Monday through 
ursday. Tickets purchased at area 
tlets will also be refunded at the 
ores until Thursday,  he said.  
by Sue Ann Rentfrow 
The federal minimum wage is 
scheduled to jump from $3 . 1 0  to $3 .35  
an hour in January and for the  first 
time Eastern students will be eligible 
for the raise immediately, which may 
cause problems on campus.  
John Flynn, associate financial aid 
director, said Tuesday " "in the past 
although the federal minimum wage 
went up in January , the commissioner 
of education gave institutions until 
July 1 .  This six-month grace period 
w a s  d o n e  f o r  b u d g e t a r y  
considerations . "  
FlyJln said the new policy is designed 
to meet President Carter's guideline on 
wages established in the Education 
Amendments Bill for 1 980. 
The Education Amendments went 
into effect Oct .  1 and stated . that 
· students on the College Work-Study 
program must receive minimum wage 
because . the program is funded 
primarily with federal dollars .  
Glenn Williams, vice president for 
student affairs, said the amendment 
will also affect regular student 
.employment because a Board of 
Governors' rule states that all students 
must be paid the same wage . 
He said a final ruling on the wage 
increase will have to come from 
Eastern President Daniel E. Marvin .  
Marvin was unavailable for comment . 
Flynn said students on the work­
study program are paid 80 percent of 
their wages by the government and 20 
percent by the university. 
Regular student employment is paid 
entirely by the university . 
Flynn said Eastern and other 
institutions · will have to make 
adjustments because an increase in the 
· 
not figured into 
Delta Sigma Pi 
professional business fraternity 
proudly presents . . .  
Christmas 
Bedtime Stories 
Dec. 2-Dec. ll 
All proceeds go to 
American 
. Cancer Society 
"With your help, we may make someone 




the budget for this year. 
Williams agreed that the increase in 
wages will cause problems because 
' ' there is no way to budget more 
money for· wages in the middle of the 
year . "  
" In  the Housing Office alone it is 
estimated to cost an additional 
$58 ,000 , "  he said . "We can' t  turn off 
the housing functions easily . "  
He said the Housing Office will 
probably have to cut back "within 
reason" on hours in the food service 
and the residence hall desks to make up 
!':Orne of the money. 
Williams said the new wage process 
is "a two-way street . "  It wi�l not-allow 
students to earn more money, just to 
earn it in less time which will make the 
university suffer. 
He said he feels students who have a 
maximum set on the amount of money 
they can earn per year will be hurt by 
the new wage as well .  
"Most people will l ive up to their 
salary and when it runs out they are in 
trouble ,"  he said . "Students will not. 
space out their money to provide for 
the months when they will have no 
income ."  
In addition, Flynn said work-study 
students will not be able to earn more 
th:rn their financial aid award states .  
Civil service employees will also be 
affected by the new federal minimum 
wage raise . 
Pat Hill; a personnel officer at 
Eastern, said civil service employees 
had their pay adjusted J.uly I in 
anticipation of the federal minimum 
wage raise in January . 
· 
"We had the money and decided to 
go ahead and pay the $3 . 35 an hour 
starting in July ,"  she said . 
Type 0 blood drive to be h eld 
by Melinda De Vries 
- In an effort to increase the donation 
of type 'O' blood, a Red Cross Blood 
Drive has been scheduled for Tuesday, 
dean of the School of Health,  Physical 
Education and Recreation Walter 
Lowell said.  
Students who will be eligible to 
donate blood must have waited at least 
56 days since their last donation. 
Those 'O' donors who gave blood on 
the first two days of the four-day fall 
drive, Oct .  6 and 7, are eligible to 
donate for this drive . 
Lowell said the Red Cross is making 
a special effort nationwide to increase 
the donation of type 0 blood because it 
is the most demanded type, even 
though it is the most common of the 
four general blood types-0, A, B and 
AB. 
Because some students will have 
questions about who can and cannot 
give, Lowell said a table will be set up 
Monday and Tuesday in the University 
Union Lobby to answer those 
questions. 
Loweil said he thinks Eastern will do 
well in this special blood drive. He said because only persons with 
type 0 blood and first-time_ donors will 
be allowed to give blood , some 
students will be disappointed. 
"Our kids will come through, "  he 
added . 
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Family-prompts professor 
not. to run in council race 
· by Susan Schlanser 
The head of Eastern's  j ournalism 
department and former Charleston ci ty  
commissioner, Dan Thornburg h ,  said 
Sunday he will not run for a seat on the 
Charleston City Council next year . 
Thornburgh earlier said he was 
considering running for a council seat 
in  the Feb . 24 primary eledions .  
He said the major  reason for his 
decision was that his  family did not . 
favor the mpve. 
"My wi fe does n ' t  want me to, "  he 
. said . 
· 
Thornburgh ' s  wi fe,  Adrianne, said 
she felt ; his  running for the office 
would not be good for his  health as he 
only recently recovered from an i l lness . 
" He is j ust getting back to feeling 
good agai n , "  she said . "I felt his four · 
years on the council weren't  good for 
him ei ther . '·' 
Thornburgh was Commissioner of 
Public Property from 1 973 to 1 977 
until he was chal lenged and defeated 
by John Beusr.h , who cu rrently holds 
that position . 
He said he considered running 
because he is dissat isfied with the 
current city adm i nistrat ion-especially 
with the leadership  of Mayor Bob 
H i c k man . 
" I  don ' t  thi n k  he ( H ic k man) is an 
effective leader , "  Thornburgh said .-
Thornburgh accused Hickman of 
being an " absentee mayor" as he owns 
a car dealership i n  Salem , I l l .  and must 
make freq uent busi ness t r ips there .  
Thornburgh also said H ickman has 
left many of h is  dut ies as mayor to City 
P l a n n e r  L a r r y  S t oe v e r , w h o  
Thornburgh bel ieves i s  n o t  fu l fi l l i ng 
t he responsibi l i t ies 
Dan Thornburgh 
" He (Stoever) is not an able person 
from the standpoint o f  meeting with 
other people, "  Thornburgh said . 
. Though Thornburgh said he has " no 
complaints" about the work done for 
the city by current commissioners 
Beusch-, Olga D u r h a m , Wayne 
Lanman and Clancy P feiffer, he . 
believes they s h o u l d  be m o r e  
outspoken in dealing with t h e  mayor . 
Though Thornburgh himself does 
not plan to run for office , he said he 
hopes other Charleston residents wil l  
consider running . 
I f  there are not enough candidates 
entered to warrant holding a primary , 
only a general elect ion wil l  be held 
April 7 to decide the city officials,  he 




Ticket refunds may be received today 
( Dec . 1 )  throug h  Thursday , Dec . 4 .  
Refunds · must be made at place of 
original purchase. 
The U nion Box Office wi l l  be open from 
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Reaga n  to name Cabi net by Christmas 
P A L M  S P R I N G S ,  C a l i f .  
(AP)-President-elect Ronald Reagan 
has. made some "definite decisions" on 
choices for his Cabinet and will likely 
announce the entire Cabinet before 
Christmas , his transition chief said 
Sunday. 
Edwin Meese I l l , . who will become 
White House counselor with Cabinet 
rank when Reagan takes office Jan . 20, 
mentioned · no names in discussing 
possible Cabinet choices .  He would not 
even say if the choices included 
Democrats ,  blacks or women so as not 
to give any hints of who the appointees 
might be. 
Lyn Nofziger , the president-elect's 
news secretary; saiq meanwhile that 
Reagan did not engineer the  
withdrawals of former Treasury 
secretaries William Simon and George 
Shultz from his list of prospective 
Cabinet secretaries to help them save 
face. 
"Governor Reagan is not the kind of 
person who engineers things like that , "  
said Nofziger,  who leaves Reagan's  
staff Monday and may open a private 
consulting busine�s . 
"He is not Machiavelli , "  Nofziger 
said of the president-elect . "And he 
has high regard for both Simon and 
Shultz . "  
The two men told Reagan last week 
that they did not wish to be considered 
for a Cabinet j ob .  Former Ambassador 
Anne Armstrong earlier had told 
Reagan the same thing. 
The president-elect arrived here 
Saturday to attend a charity dinner for 
the Eisenhower Medical Clinic . On 
departing Palm Springs for Los 
Angeles on Sunday, Reagan said he 
would resume Monday the task of 
selecting a Cabinet . 
Reagan also .said he would spend the 
first two months of his presidency 
concentrating on the economy. Asked 
whether he would hold a summit with · 
Soviet President Leonid Brezhnev , he 
responded : " I  think for the f{rst few 
months , anyone in our position ought 
to concent rate on the economic 
problems and getting started on that . "  
Asked i f  h e  believed h e  could 
improve the economy soon , Reagan 
replied, " I  don't know how soon.  It 
took a long time to get in this mess but 
we are going to start . "  
ISSC-, ..__  _.from page 1 
January and DeAngelis will have his 
proposal for a reconsideration vote 
ready then . 
Summit said the senator had 
originally planned to call for a 
reconsideration vote Dec . 3 but 
decided this would not allow enough 
time for the bill to be passed by both 
the Senate and the House before the 
legislative session ends Dec . 5 .  
Footbal l,  __ _.from page 1 
She said DeAngelis feels the bill was 
defeated because many of its 
supporters were absent when the vote 
was taken and because of the cash for its second score. 
However, it took a · dive play by 
running back Tyrone Davis in a fourth­
and-goal situation from the 1 -yard line 
to put the ball over the goal line. 
That was followed on the ensuing 
Panther drive with a 1 -yard plunge by 
Wright for Eastern' s  third score in 
1 1 : 30. 
The 54-yard drive was helped along 
by a pass-interference call on Bear 
defensive back Tony Davis ,  which put 
the Panthers on the UNC 23-yard line. 
Wright' s  quarterback sneak ended 
the scoring until UNC quarterback 
Alll!n Winslow culminated an 8 1 -yard 
drive with a 1 -yard touchdown run to 
make the score 2 1 - 1 4 with, 1 1  : 52  left .  
The Panthers then drove 65  yards to 
the Bear six, where the UNC defense 
stiffened and stopped Eastern on its 
fourth-and- goal try from the six-yard 
line . 
Offensive coordinator Dennis Shaw 
said trouble with the special teams and 
Eastern ' s  confidence in its passing 
game were the reasons the Panthers 
went for the touchdown and passed up 
the field goal . 
But UNC was not finished . 
With 2 :49 left in the game, the Bears 
stopped the Panthers at the Eastern 34-
yard line and appeared to be set for · 
good field position . 
But a 62-yard punt by Don Manzke 
to the Bear 5-yard line put the nail in 
UNC' ff shortage the legislature is faced with s co m .  
· · this year . Yet , even though Eastern' s  offense . . · . . 
k d 307 t t I d ·t th Stanndge said she believes there will rac e up o a yar s, 1 was e b . . P th d f th t h. d ft e enough votes to pass the bill m the an er e ense a s me a er . . 












was . surper show up for the reconsideration vote . roug ou e con es . 
H Id. th f I B h '  Sen . Max Coffe_
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yar s ,  as em s Thompson did not support more funds e ense came a 1ve . . · , · 
N th C I d d 204 did not help the ISSC s cause. or em o ora o average . 
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Dickerson said . "After that they just 
fit right into our game plan . "  
And though Eastern seemed to have 
the game pretty much in hand 
throughout the day, Panther defensive 
tackle Charlie Krutsinger said the 
Bears never gave up . 
"There was a lot of slugging-the 
most we've faced all season, '. ' 
Krutsinger said . "Everybody wanted 
to win real bad and they weren ' t  about 
to quit . "  
year . . 
Stanridge said .. about 1 6 , 000 
applications have been received since 
the ISSC ran out of funds Aug . 28, but 
not all of these students will 
demonstrate financial need . 
The ISSC has estimated there will be 
1 3 , 300 additional students eligible for 
awards  be fore  the  February 
application deadline, who will not 
receive aid unless the bill is passed . 
Ma11tejka was not available for 
comment Wednesday . 
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Coach 's lo w-key approach lea ves Bears flat 
by Andy Savoie 
He did it because he did not want to 
get his players "too keyed up or 
tense . "  But Northern Colorado Coach 
Bob Blasi said he should not have 
emphasized a low-key approach to the 
playoffs for his Bears after they lost to 
Eastern 2 1 - 1 4  Saturday in their first­
round playoff contest . 
"We have to play a team like that 
(Eastern) a lot more �motional than we 
started out. It was my fault ,"  Blasi 
said . "But I didn' t  want them too high 
or too tense. -As it was , we were flat . "  
This flatness was reflected in the 
Bear' s  first-half statistics . They trailed 
2 1 -7, managed only one first down, 
had zero yards passing and just 1 8  total 
offensive yards.  
Consequently, Blasi said the only 
major ha1ftirne adjustment his squad 
made was a "strictly mental" one-to 
play with more emotion. 
added. 
"I thought they (Eastern) did a 
better job to stay on dry ground than 
we did early, "  Blasi said . 
Nevertheless, Northern Colorado 
still found itself trailing Eastern by 
only a touchdown in the fourth quarter 
after the Panthers elected to go for six 
in a fourth-and-goal situation on the 
UNC 6-yard line . 
" I  think I would have kicked the 
field goal and put the game away, "  
Blasi said . 
But Eastern offensive coordinator 
Dennis Shaw said the Panthers passed 
up the field goal because "for some 
reason, the field goal is not automatic 
with us. We've been having some 
trouble with our special teams . "  
Eastern also feared a field goal 
attempt would be blocked , as one was 
earlier in the contest, Shaw said . 
So, Shaw said in that situation the 
Panthers decided to utilize their most 
potent offensive weapon-the pass.  
And that adjustment , apparently 
paid off, because the Bears shut out 
Eastern the rest of the way and scored 
a second-half touchdown themselves to 
finish within seven points of the 
nation's No. I -ranked Division II 
team. 
"We thought the streQgth of our 
team· was the passing game and we 
could throw it , " Shaw said . 
However, Jeff Christensen's pass to 
Scott McGhee went out of the end 
zone, thus setting up the Bears for an 
equally debatable move. 
Panther defensive end Pete Catan stops a Northern Colorado ball carrier in 
Eastern 's f irst round playoff victory . ( News photo by Tom Roberts) 
"I was just pleased our team came 
out tough in tQ.e second half," Blasi 
said . 
Duran's lifestyle caused cramps 
One reason Northern Colorado' s  
comeback fell short was the muddy 
condition of O'Brien Stadium' s  field , 
Blasi said . 
"We run a sprint-out type offense 
which utilizes the perimeters of the 
field , "  Blasi said . And those 
perimeters "were l ike a quagmire, "  he 
This Christmas 
say· it in 
With just l ;  17 remaining in the 
contest, Blasi decided Northern 
Colorado should punt in a fourth-and­
one situation from their own 1 4-yard 
line. 
" I  didn' t  want to give the ball game 
to them. We wanted to make them 
snap the ball and hope we get a 
break , "  Blasi said . 
M I A M I  B E A C H , F l a . 
(AP)-Roberto Duran' s  lifestyle and 
crash dieting to make weight for his 
World Boxing Council welterweight 
title bout against Sugar Ray Leonard 
are to blame for the weakness and 
cramps that forced the Panamanian to 
quit in the eighth round , his trainer 
said . 
The Daily _ 
Eastern News 
Wed.,  December 10 
Christmas personals will appear Wednesday, December 
10. The deadline for copy is Monday, December 8 at noon. 
Payment for personals must be made in advance, so clip 
this ad , write your copy below , and mail it with your 
check , or drop by our office. (102 Student Services 
Building) 
Only $1. 00 for a message of 15 words or less. Each additional word , 12¢ each .  Art elements an 
additional $1 .00 each.  
(please indicate a, b, or c) 
a.  * b. � c. 
Trainer Carlos Eleta added Saturday 
that he would advise Duran "not to 
fight again unless he changes his life 
completely, "  and agrees · to · train 
properly. 
A two-and-one-half month crash 
diet and intense training,.helped Duran 
get within the welterweight limit of 147 
pounds, Eleta said . 
It you can hear your muffler, 
you know there;s danger 
,nearby . • .  deadly carbon 
monoxide gas. Stop in today 
for a free muffler check. 
Used Car 
- - Renta l  
Rent a Ja lopy 
$1 2  per day 
Custom Pipe 
Bending 
4 Way Muff ler 
1 1  th & Madison 
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The Dally Eastern News 
8:00 p.m. 
2-MASH 
3, 1 5 , 20-News 
9-Barney Mil ler 
1 0-PM Magazine 
1 1 -All in the Family 
1 2-Dick Cavett 
1 7-Joker's Wild 
38-You Bet Your Life 
8:30 p.m . . 
2-Happy Days Again 
3-MASH 
9-Carol Burnett and Friends 
1 0 , 1 7-Tic Tac Dough 
1 1 -Hogan's Heroes 
1 2-MacNeil , Lehrer Report 
1 5 , 20-Family Feud 
38-Prisoner: Cell Block H 
7:00 p.m. 




1 0-Billy Graham Crusade 
1 2---0ver Easy 
1 7  ,38-That's Incredible! 
7:30 p.m. 
3-Ladies' Man 
1 1 -Christmas Messenger 
7:40 p.m. 
1 2-Art of Being Fully Human 
8:00 p.m. 
2, 1 S , 2 0 - M o v i e :  " N B C  
Theater - - The M irac l e  
Worker" ( 1 9 7 9 ) .  Mel issa 
Gilbert portrays the wild child 
Helen Keller, rendered deaf 
and blind by an infancy disease 
and Patty Duke Astin plays the 
Rouar-t we.e t:.!  i uit<J ' T  
H 1 T  THE. 'l>AtS. 
Tomorrow . . .  
strict yet loving teacher h ired 
to discipline her. 
3 , 1 0-MASH 
9-Monte Carlo Show 
1 1 -Tic Tac Dough 
1 7 , 38-NFL Football :  Denver 
Broncos v s .  Raiders i n  
Oakland 
8:30 p.m. 
3 ,  1 0-House Calls 
1 1 -Face the Music 
8:50 p.m. 
1 2-Speaking of Love 
9:00 p.m. 
3 ,  1 0-Lou Grant 
9-News 
1 1 -Joker's Wild 
9:30 p._ni. 
1 1 -News 
1 0:00 p.m. 
2 , 3 ,  1 0 , 1 5 , 20-News 
9-Hollywood Squares 
1 1 -Benny Hi l l  
. 1 2-Movi e :  " N ot as a . Stranger" ( 1 9 5 5 ) .  Drama of 
struggles of a. doctor to 
maintain his principles . Frank 
Sinatra, Robert M itchum, Olivia 
de Havilland .  · 
1 0:30 p.m. 
2, 1 5 , 20-Tonight Show 
3-MASH 
9, 1 1 -Prisoner : Cell Block H _ 
1 0-Qoincy 
-
1 1 :00 p.m. 
3-Streets of San Fransisco· 
9-Movie :  " L o n e l y h earts" 
( 1 959) . 'Montgomery Clift as a 
newspaperman who writes a 
Dec . t , 1 9 80 9 
lonely-hearts column and takes 
his work seriously - with near-· 
tragic results _ Robert Ryan , 
Myrna L,oy_ 
1 1 -Movie :  "Winter Comes 
Early" ( 1 97 2)  Canadian yarn 
about pro hockey player and 
pop singer whose divergent life 
styles hamper their romance. 
Art Hindle, Sherri Lee. 
1 7 , 38-News 
1 1 :30 p.m. 
2, 1 5 , 20-Tomorow 
1 1 :40 p.m. 
1 0-New Avengers ' 1 1 :50 p.m. 
1 7-Six Mil l ion Dollar Man 
38-Dan Devine: Football 
Midnight 
. 3-Mary Tyler Moore 
1 2:20 a.m. 
38-News 
1 2:30 a.m. 
3-News 
1 2:50 a.m. 
1 7-PTL Club 
1 :00 a.m. 
9-News 
1 .25 a.m. 
1 1 -News 
1 :30 a.m. 
9 - M o v i e :  " C l e o p a t r a "  
( 1 9 3 4 ) _  Lavish spectacle. 
featuring Claudette Colbert as 
the Egyptian queen and 
Warren Will iam as Caesar. 
1 :so a.n1. 
1 7-News 
The Tuesday Movie is 
· Cisco Pike-Rated R 
Kris Kristofferson (the pusher-a burnt-out rock star) 
Gene Hackman (the narc) 
-
Kai en B lack (the woman) . 
Un l ike 'Easy Rider' · 
....-�������--. 
an honest-view of the 
60's, the good and bad . 
Dec. 2 5, 7, 9 a.m.  
Library Lectl:l re Room 
Admission $1 .00 
the KIOSK 
Eat o u t  at Roe's 
5 - 1 2  (Boy can w e  cook) 
ROC' S 
LOUNGE 
6 days  4 1  0 6 t h  -St . 
CROSSWORD PUZZLE -
ACROSS 
1 N . T .  book 
5 Garber or 
Bartlett 
9 Confess 
13 Zeus's mother 
14 Tag 
16 "-- Straits , "  
rock group · 









29 Hit sign 
32 Tennis name 
36 Avatar of 
Vishnu 
37 Not native 
- 39 Relative of a 
Western 
42 Captured 
43 -- bien 
44 Hardy girl 
45 Vein item 
46 Get one's j ust 
49 No-no 
50 Indian or 
orange 
54 Seeing Eye 
dogs 
61 Tub plant 
62 Furnish 
63 Dotty 
64 Sutherland or 
Scotto 
65 Hot 
66 Roman road 
67 Swami 
68 Prepared to 




Edited by EUGENE T. MALESKA 
- DOWN 
1 Munitions 
2 -- the fat 
(gabs) 
3 Doctrine 
4 -- Arabia 
5 Wallops 
6 Apiece 
7 " Hallelujah, · 





Zapata ! "  
1 1  Exam 
12 Jack Benny 
word 
15 Furlough 
_ 21 N . Y .  subway 
22 -- wave 
26 Thai coins 
27 Love, I talian 
style 
28 More docile 
29 Locale 
30 Soaks 
3 1 Change for a 
five 
32 In re -
33 Coast Guard 
woman 




40 Where Shi llong 
is 
41 Barred at the 
bar 
For Answers see page 1 1  
LA DIES! 
47 Nine : Comb: 
form 






53 Garden tool 
54 Flits 
55 Wiesel or Abel 
56 Wander 
57 Meas. 
58 Creator of 
Mamie Stover 
59 Former name 
of a republic 
60 Author 
Davidson 
( ' ' Loose 
Change " )  
Ton ight i s  you r  ii ight ! 
All drinks onh.i 
8pm ti l l  c l ose 
506 Mon roe 
f 
1 0  M onday, Dec . 1 ,  1 98 0  The Dally Eastern News 
Cagers fa l l  one poi nt  short i n  u pset attem pt 
by Brian Nielsen ���� .;��:,:r��h.�;d;�:� .s�ort Panthers to face ISU-E giant 
Central Missouri held on for a 70-69 by Brian �ielsen Holliden leads an ISU-E squad that Lakes Regional last year , opened its 
non-conference basketball victory over . Eastern s .center-less basketball team may be as strong an opponent as 
1 980-8 1 season Saturday by topping 
the Panthers Saturday night . 
will try to fmd a w�y to confront a 7- highly-touted Central Missouri which 
Sienna Heights 83-80 .  
Two free throws by Roy Pearson foo�-6 center when the Panthers host nipped the Panthers Saturday night. Hollinden tossed in 14 of his 17 shots 
turned out to be the clinchers in the 
Indiana State-Evansville at 7 : 30 p .m.  "I would be willing to say they'-re as from the field and led the Screaming 
season-opening victory for Central Mon�ay at Lantz Gym. _ good as Central Missouri ,  although I Eagles with 29 points . 
Missouri , ranked fifth in Street and 
With ,no starter taller tha� 6-f�ot-6, didn' t  see the Central Missouri game, "  
Panther head coach Rick Samuels 
Smith magazine' s  preseason small 
Eastern s cagers may have cncks m the Eastern assistant Danny Beard said said "we 're just going to play our basic 
college ratings . 
necks by the end. of Monday night ' s  after scouting ISU-E Saturday night .  
defense and not let  everyone else hurt 
Pearson came through with the 
game fro?1 lookmg up at towering ISU-E, which finished 20-9 and us too. And we' ll be trying to beat him 
clutch charity shots after teammate 
John Hollmden. fourth iri the NCAA Division II Great down the floor a lot . "  
Greg Giovanine, last year' s  NCAA 67 edge. 
Division II free throw champion, After Eastern ' s  Ricky Robinson 
missed from the line to give Eastern a mis�ed from the field , the Panthers 
chance for the lead with less than two fouled Giovanine, who again missed a 
minutes to play . free throw. 
Trailing 68-67 , the- Panthers worked But Eastern could only manage a 
the ball to scoring- leader Warren meaningless tip-in by Jim Williams as 
Patten , who missed a jumper from the time ran out on the upset-minded 
corner with l : 37 remaining. Panthers . 
Central Missouri rebounded and 
held onto the ball until Eastern 's  Rico 
Ellis fouled Pearson with 26 seconds 
left ,  and Pearson gave the Mules a 70-
Eastern coach Rick Samuels ,  
coaching against Lynn Nance, whom 
he had assisted at Iowa State, said his 
underdog squad did not claim any 
Bad ____ from page 1 2  
were such that NCAA representative 
Dennis Poppe, who attended the 
contest, said. "At the start of the 
game, I didn' t  think we would come 
back here ."  
And the committee apparently 
agreed , despite assurances to Poppe 
frnm �ohnson that the field could be 
made playable. 
"We'll roll it ,  scrape some mud off 
it and tarp it," Johnson said Saturday, 
when the host site was yet to be 
determined . " If  it's a nice day we' ll 
take the tarp off and let the sun bake it. 
We'll do all we can do and go from 
there ."  
Normally , the site of  first-round 
games and a team's  final Division I I  
ranking are the main criteria used to 
determine semi-final. playoff sites , 
Poppe said . 
"We don' t  want a team to have to 
travel for two straight games or host 
two straight games, "  Poppe said.  
However, since both No.  l "ranked 
Eastern and No. 3-ranked North 
Alabama hosted their first-round 
victories , the ratings and Eastern ' s  
field conditions became primary 
factors , Poppe said . 
Consequent ly , t he  committee 
member said Eastern ' s  Nb.  1 status 
was "a heayy factor" in its 
consideration as a semi-final host. But 
he also said,  "We don ' t  want the 
outcome of the game determined by 
the field . "  
After Eastern's win Saturday, Poppe 
called a North Alabama representative 
to check on the condition of its field 
and was told its natural turf was in 
good_shape. 
And had- it beaten North Alabama, 
Virginia Union was also being 
considered as a host site even though 
representatives of that school said they 
did not want to host - because of 
inadequate facilities . 
"Virginia Union is now- looking at 
the possibility of looking at an off­
campus site , " Poppe said Saturday . 
Gridders gam e televised Monday 
Eastern's 2 1 - 1 4  playoff victory over 
1 Northern Colorado Saturday will be 
televised at 3 p .m .  Monday over 
Liberty Cable Television (Channel 5) in 
C h a r l e s t o n ,  - E a s t e r n  S p o r t s  
Information Director Dave Kidwell 
said . 
Kidwell said Liberty Cable received 
permission to televise the contest from 
the Entertainment and Sport s  
Programming Network,  which taped 
the contest .  
The ESPN is not available to 
Charleston residents .  
The contest will  also be shown at 10 
a.m. Tuesday and 2 : 30 a.m. Thursday, 
Kidwell said . 
These broadcast times coincide with 
those of the ESPN, Kidwell said . 
The  ESPN te lev ises  sports  
programming 24 hours per day,  seven 
days per week . 
Eastern's semifinal contest with 
North Alabama Saturday will also be 
televised live regionally on ABC TV. 
Christmas Trees 
Fresh ly cut trees, wreaths, 
swags and greens 
Located 41,h rn i l es east of 
Charleston on Rt. 16 
Sturgeons Tree Farm 
Open til 9pm daily 
moral victory after giving the Mules a Samuels said . "We're going to work 
battle to the wire . hard this week on boxing out and try to 
"You can' t  be satisfied with playing improve under the boards . "  
people close, "  h e  said . "That ' s  not Rebounding was not th
.
e major thorn 
what we want to do . "  i n  Eastern' s  side Saturday night, 
Still , Samuels said his Panthers - however. That distinction belonged to -
showed improvement over their sharp-shooting forward Bill Fennelly 
season-opening win _ over Millikin and guard Kevin Fromm, who pumped 
University . in 28 and 2 1  points for Central 
" I  thought we did a good job of Missouri . 
playing on the road, "  he said . "We Fennelly, who led the nation with a 
dictated things most of the time . 30 .8  point-per-game average last year, 
' ' I  thought we took care of the ball a hit 1 1  of 22 shots from the field and six 
lot better than we did against of eight free throws . 
Millikin , "  Samuels said. " I  was Eastern had a more balanced attack 
surprised with the number of led by Patten' s  1 6 points and 
turnover s .  (Centra l  Mis sour i ' s Robinson' s  14 .  
statisticians charged Eastern with 26 Patten was 7-for- 1 2  from the field 
turnovers . )  We'll have to look at the and Robinson 7-for- 1 5 .  
films to see where all those turnovers Junior forward Leigh Hankins came 
came from, but I think a lot of them - off the bench to hit four of five fielders 
were from charging fouls . "  and all three o f  his free throw attempts 
Rebounding, another of Samuels '  to contribute 1 1  points . 
early-season worries , remained a Ellis was 4-for-5 from the field and 
problem though . Jim Williams 4-for-4 for eight points 
Central Missouri outrebounded the apiece. 
Panthers 25-23 . Williams led the Panthers with eight 
"We're concerned about that , "  rebounds , while Serkin added six. 
Mon.-Sat. 8 : 30-5 :00 
Mon.  & Fri. n ights till 8 
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and save! 
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Spurgeon's 
Reg. $6.5_0 Hairshaping Value 
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Monday's Please report classified ad errors immediately at ·591 -
2812 . A correct ad wi l l  appear in the next edition . Unless 
notified , we cannot be responsible for an incorrect ad after 
its f irst insertion . Classified ads 
The Dally Eastern N ews Dec.  t ,  t 9 80 t t 
Services Offered 
Motorcycle storage .  Heated 
& Insured . $6 . 00 a month . J i m  
Walker Cycle S h o p .  R R  1 
Lerna, I l l .  3 4 5 - 3 7 5 8 .  
_________ 00 
Sen i o r s ! P r o f e s s i o n a l , 
Personalized Resumes printed 
at Discount Hates. Call , write 
or sen d ,  self addressed 
envelope for info. Fischer 
Resumes, 60 1 E .  2nd. St . ,  
Beardstown , I l l .  6 2 6 1 8 . ( 2 1 n  
323- 1 1 30 .  
_________ 1 
I ' l l  type for you . $ 1 . 00 per 
page . Call Sandy.  345-939 7 .  
_MTW 1 2/ 1 8  
C o m p l e t e  w e d d i n g  
invitations and accessories. 
Copy-X Copy C enter 2 0 7  
Lincoln , 345-63.1 3 . 
________ M-00 
Wanted 
Need one female to sublease 
large house close to campus 
for Spring Semester .  Call 345-
4908 . 
______ MWF 1 2 / 1 8 
Wanted : To buy wrecked 
and junk cars . Call 349-86 1 6 .  
________ 1 2/2 
Wanted female subleaser for 
Spr ing s e m este r .  N i c e  
apartment. Close to campus. 
Own room.  Ph . 5 8 1 -2932 for 
more information . 
_________ 1 
1 female to l ive in house 
b e h i n d  P i z z a  H u t  . 
$60 . 00/mo . ,  own room, & 
garage. Call. 345- 9262 . 
..,..---.,...-------9 Coupl� with baby needs 2 or 
3 bedroom house May or 
June. Call collect 1 - 359-
809 1 . 
-----�---4 
Need 2 female subleasers 
for n ice Regency apartments . 
Call 345-38 1 9 .  
_________ 1 2  
Need female subleaser -
spring ' semester - Regency 
Apts . Call Candy 348- 1 640 
after 1 2 : 0 0 .  
5 
Need 1 female for spring 
semeste r ,  $ 1 1 5 m o n t h l y  · 
including uti l it ies. Close to 
campus. 345-9503.  
...,---------5 Wanted : female subleaser 
for room i n  C hristian house . 
Close to campus on 7th Street. 
Ask for Mary . 348- 1 6 2 5 .  
--:---:----�--4 1 -3 females needed to · 
sublease Youngstowne Apt. 
Cal l  5 8 1 -3484 . 
----.,..------"---2 5  
For Rent 
One o r  two months free rent.  
Room for rent i n  large house . 
Five blocks from campus.  348-
853 2 .  
_________ 1 
2-BR house, unfurnished . 
Nicely remodeled . 348- 1 2 9 2 .  
_______ 1 , 4 , 5  
For Rent 
U - STO R E'  W A R E H O U S E  
C O .  W e  rent min i -storage 
rooms, J ARTRAN · Trucks and 
trai lers, all kinds packing 
cartons and equipment for the 
do-it  yourself mover .  S .  Rt .  
1 30 across from Sister C ity 
P a r k  e n t r a n c e .  P h o n e  
C h a r l e s t o n ,  3 4 5 - 3 5 3 5 .  
M attoon 234-2833.  
_________ 00 
Nice furnished 6 room 
house . Uti l it ies included . Set 
up for 4 students . Phone 1 -
9 6 7 - 5 5 7 9 .  
_________ 00 
The Good life , Regency 
Apts . 2 male open ings for 2nd 
Sem . Grab a fr iend and join the 
good l ife. Call Paul  or Matt . 
348-069 7 .  
_________3 
Nice,  clean , Mobile Home for 
sublease. Available Dec . 1 5 . 
$ 1  6 7 includes cabl e ,  tras h ,  
water .  2 bedroom . Call 3 4 5 -
5 6 4 3 .  
_________ 8 
Regency Apartments now 
rent ing apts . for s p r i n g  
semester .  Call 345-9 1 0 5 .  
________ 1 2/ 1 2 
Rent a mini  storage as low as 
$ 1  5 per month . Size start ing at 
4 X 1 2 and -larger . I deal for 
winter storage of motorcycles 
and furniture . Phone 345-
7746.  West Rte . 1 6 . 
For Rent For Sa l e  
P a n a s o n i c  u n d e r - d ash Apt .  for  sublease Spring 
Sem . 1 block from campus. 
Call 348- 1 2 6 9 .  
speakers for o n l y  $ 1 4 . 9 5/pai r .  
Get 'em w h i l e  they last at 
_________ 1 6  Foreign R . P . M . ,  740 6th St. , 
For Sa ie 
Carpet your room with a 
remnant from Carlyle Interiors 
Unl im ited . Located 2 mi les 
west of C harleston on Rte. 1 6 . 
Open 8-6 Monday through 
Saturday . Phone 3 4 5 - 7 7  46.  
_________00 
M ust sel l :  9 x 1 2  blue 
patterned rug . Good condition . 
Call 58 1 - 5 2 9 4 .  
C harlesto n .  
_________3 
A n nou ncements 
Fried ch icken - t1sn - corn 
dogs - Adducci 's ,  off 4th St. 
Carry-out and del ivery .  3 4 5 -
2 8 2 9 .  O p e n  5 p . m .  
_________ 00 
fit-;;-;:;-;;;;;;-� l Alice really d id  when she l 







5 \ G lass , YI \ B ucket seats . Good condition . [ �OME SEE ALICE \._X . [ 
Call 348- 1 59 0 .  l IN WONDERLAND, l 
________5 \ Dec. 3 at � Girls 2 6 "  bike, 3 speed , one � 5, 7 .  9 p . m .  I 
















s� Good luck this swim seaso n .  Ted . Love Smedley. weekly at C u rtis Tree Farm one 
mi le east of C harleston on E. 
Harrison - or you may cut 
your own fresh from f ields.  Call 
3 4 5 - 7 3 7 0  for d i rections .  
F r e s h  p i n e  w r e a t h s  
"excellent f o r  gifts . "  Fresh 
roping ,  pine cones, greenery & 
stands available.  Cemetery 
decorations made on request. 
Open 9 a . m . - 9  p . m .  every day. 
1 
_________ 3 
T . J .  Brown Eye . 4 in 6 days 
- gee you're awful ly smart. 
But how many this week, huh? 
Wel l  at least there weren 't any 
last week were there? But then 
you were out of town , weren't 
you . Oh yeah , who's 6-ft . , not 
t o o  c u t e ,  c o m p l e x i o n  
problems,  r ich and dr ives on 
side walks? Yoda Monster .  
------- ___ 1 
An nou ncements A n nou ncements 
K E E P  ABORTION SAFE Birthright Cares - Gives Free 
AND LEGAL - Join Naral-Free prngnancy test Monday thru 








· ______ 1 21 1 2 R i c h e y  Auction Service 
Route 1 6 , Ashmore , I L  Auction F ree quart of Coke with large 
sale every Thursday night 7 pizza - delivery or pickup . 
p . m . New and used furniture Adducc i 's P izza. 3 4 5 - 9 1 4 1 ,  
store open Monday thru Friday 3 4 5 - 939 3 .  
8 t o  5 .  Saturday 8 t o  1 . Phone _________ 00 
3 4 9 - 88 2 2 .  Look for S . A . M .  and A . M . A  . 
oo specials coming up for their --------- 2 5th Annual C h ristmas Party at Be at S . A . M . 's and A . M . A . 's Sporty's on Dec .  3. Be there ! Chr istmas party at Sporty' s  on Aloha! Dec . 3 from 8- 1 2 . Free food . 
_________ 3 drink and music . The fun you Welcome back, Kay . How have to pay for . Members 
$ 1  _ 00 ,  general public $ 2 _ 00 _  was Houston? Yep - I ' m  pretty sure I m issed ya. Glad you're 
---------
3 bac k ,  T. Whitelegs. Bruno, Schithouse today , _________ 1 three o'clock, be there! I t 's my N a n c y  J a c k  s o n . turn for a rematc h .  Notice how I congratulations on a g reat pay my debts? I love you . Jane . performance in the play . Luv 1 Robi n .  Delta Sigma Pi is sell ing 
bedtime stories for C h ristmas . 
Try one for your roommate -
she' l l  love it .  A l l  proceeds go to 
the American Cancer Society . 
For info: Sean , 5 8 1 - 5 0 8 4 ;  
Dav e ,  58 1 - 5 4 9 3 ;  Bob,  58 1 -
2 8 9 4 .  
--------�5 
S . A . M . 's and A . M . A . 's 2 5th 
Annual C hristmas Party . Al l  you 
can dri n k .  Members $ 1 . 0 0 ,  
publ ic $ 2 . 00 .  Sporty's Dec . 3 ,  
8 - 1 2 .  Fun for all ! 
3 
Lost and Fou nd 
Foun d :  r ing with black onyx 
set.  Call  3 4 5 - 5 9 2 8  after 4 : 00 
to identify . 
_________ 2 
Lost: Large brown leather 
wal let .  contai n s  personal  · 
papers.  Finder please return to 
any off ice in Lantz n o  
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"DO IT YOURSELF" CLASSIFIED AD 
AD TO READ ____________________ _ 
AD TO START _______ _, .ND RUN FOR 
COST PER 
DAY : 
NAM E :  
ADDRESS : 
1 0 cents per word first day , 7 cents per word each consecutive 
day thereafter (min imum 10 words). Student rate : half price paid 
in  advance. Name and phone number are required for office 
purposes. 
______________ PHON E :  _____ _ 
Place ad and money in envelope and deposit in Daily Eastern- New'.> box in Un ion 
or bring to News office in Student Services Building by 2 p. m .· the day before it 
is to run (2 p. m .  Friday for Monday's paper). 
Page B: 
Bear coach 
blam es self for loss 
Mo_nday's 
SRgy�!r!ews 
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Cagers back home 
after close loss 
Muddy field conditions for a f irst-round football playoff game kept Eastern 
from llosting the upcoming semi-final game.  Panther defensive tackle Raridy 
Melvin (73)  and Northern Colorado tailback J im Bright (32)  wrestle on the 
shoddy field at the left . At right , defensive back Rich Brown gets .some mud 
scraped off his spikes so he can return to action . ( News photos by Tom 
Roberts) 
Bad field conditions force gridders on road 
by Andy Savoie 
Due mainly to the muddy condition 
of O'Brien Stadium's  field, Eastern' s  
gridders will not host their NCAA 
Division II semi-final playoff game 
against North Alabama Saturday, an 
NCAA committee announced Sunday . 
The Panthers advanced to semi-final 
play after defeat ing Northern 
- Colorado 2 1 - 1 4  at  O'Brien Stadium 
Saturday . North · Alabama edged 
Virginia Union 1 7-8 Saturday in its 
first-round game in Florence, Ala. 
The condition of O'Brien Stadium's  
field became a factor in Eastern' s  
chance of being selected a s  a host after 
Thanksgiving-Day snow was cleared, 
leaving of the field muddy. 
' 'The bottom line on us losing the 
playoffs is that the field is not in shape. 
I hate to see us lose it because of that , ' '  
Eastern Athletic Director R . C .  
Johnson said . 
The possibility of better weather and 
attendance at a game in Florence were 
two other reasons the committee 
decided North Alabama should be the 
host site , Johnson said . 
North Alabama had 9,000 people 
attend its first-round victory, while . 
Eastern drew 3 , 500. 
Santa Barbara 27 , Northern 
Michigan 26 
North Alabama 1 7 ,  Virginia 
U nion 8 
Cal-PolySan Luis Obispo 1 5 ,  
J :lcksonville State 0 
Nevertheless , Johnson was still 
unhappy with the· decision . 
" It bothers me and I 'm upset about 
it because I don't  think they took all 
the · factors into consideration ,"  
Johnsori said . 
One of the factors is Eastern' s  No. 1 
ranking in NCAA Division I I ,  Johnson 
said . 
" I  feel bad for our players, our fans 
and . our Panther Club members .  I 
think we deserved to host anq we' re 
not going to get to, "  Johnson said . 
Johnson also said Eastern will lose 
an estimated $3 ,000 in net gate receipts 
as well the publicity Eastern' s  campus 
would have received through regional 
television coverage of the contest·. 
Panther head football coach Darrell 
Mudra was also disappointed Eastern 
will not host its semi-final game. 
"We're losing the home-field 
advantage, which is a tremendous 
advantage .  It takes the other team a 
while to adjust to playing on a dirt 
field . "  
However, Mudra also said h e  hopes 
everyone will look at the positive 
aspects of the decision . 
' 'The weather . should be better in 
Florence, probably ,"  Mudra said. 
' 'They have a nice field and nice 
facilities . I t ' s  a big game so you want 
the best conditions you can get . "  
Eastern' s  field conditions Saturday 
(See BAD, page 1 0) 
Field ne.eded earlier clearing- Mudra 
by Andy Savoie 
If O'Brien Stadium's field had been 
cleared of snow Thanksgiving Day, it 
would have been in good shape for the 
Panthers' 2 1 - 1 4  victory over Northern 
Colorado Saturday, Eastern head 
football coach Darrell Mudra said . 
· But Eastern Athletic Director R .C .  
Johnson said the· field could not be 
cleared until mid�morning Friday 
because of the softness of the field.  
Consequently, mainly because of the 
muddy condition of its field, Eastern 
will not host its semi-final game with 
North Alabama Saturday , an NCAA 
committee announced Sunday. 
" I f  we had cleared it on 
Thanksgiving Day when it should have 
been cleared , it would have been in 
good shape , "  Mudra said .  "Looking 
back ,  I think everyone feels that was a 
bad mistake . "  
However, Johnson said, "We didn' t  the field . 
plow Thursday because we felt it (the " I  think the field' s  in bad shape 
field) would be too soft . ' '  because the bands almost destroyed it 
University plows were used to clear on band day ,"  Mudra said.  
the field of the eight inches of snow Forty-two bands participated in the 
which fell in Charleston early state�wide contest, marching on the 
Thursday morning, Johnson said . field from 8 a .m .  to 5 p .m . , Mudra 
The athletic director also said said . 
· 
physical plant personnel first tried to It had also rained the day before the 
clear the field with snow blowers , but band contest, he said . 
could not because the snow "was so Eastern' s  gridders played at Western 
heavy and so wet . "  Illinois University that weekend, "and 
In retrospect , Johnson said it might the day we got back I called R.C.  
have helped to clear the field earlier (Johnson) and made him come over 
Friday morning than it was . · and · 1ook at it .  It was destroyed, "  
Mudra also said "there are a lot of Mudra said . 
things we could have done ,"  to get the Johnson said he is currently 
field playable. preparing a report on the use of the 
However, he also said an Oct . 1 8  field by various groups which he will 
High School Marching Band Contest present to Eastern President Daniel E .  
held at O'Brien Stadium was a major Marvin.  
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2 Chr istmas C lose-U p 
A rt group 's 
wares make 
original gifts 
by Linda Fraembs 
Christmas shoppers looking for 
original and one-of-a-kind gift ideas 
may find it worthwhile to check out the 
annual Christmas Art Sale sponsored 
by Eastern 's  Student Art Association . 
The sale, which will run from 1 p .m .  
to  7 p .m .  each day on  Dec. 4 ,  5 and 6 ,  
will offer such examples of student art 
work as drawings, calligraphy and 
pottery . 
The sale will be located in the west 
lobby of the Fine Arts Center . 
Terry Roller, sponsor of the art club , 
said the main purpose of the sale is to 
"provide them (the students) with the 
experience of selling their work . "  
Art students will also learn to exhibit 
and sell their wares in an art fair 
situation, Roller said . 
Roller added that students will make 
their own selections of what items they 
will sell and will do-their own pricing. 
Roller stress �d that 90 percent of the 
proceeds from the sale will go to the 
artists themselves , with only 10 percent 
going to the art club.  
The sale "gives the students a chance 
to make a little money before 
Christmas , "  Roller said.  
Roller said some students have 
"done fairly well in the past" in 
making money. 
The amount of  merchandise 
included in the sale should be "as good 
or better than last year , ' '  Roller said . 
· Roller said a large percentage of the 
customers are s tudent s ,  wi th  
townspeople probably providing the 
second largest group of buyers .  
Monday.Dec . 1 ,  1 9 8 0  rhe Dally Eastern New 
Letter bl izzard to h it post off ice 
by Jerry Fallstrom 
A blizzard of another sort will hit 
Charleston in December . 
The onslaught will not be associated 
with precipitation . Instead, workers at 
the Charleston Post Office will have to 
contend with a barrage of mail 
destined to wind up in homes all over 
the country. 
The local post office will handle 
about 25 percent more first class mail 
during the month of December than in 
other months , Charleston postmaster 
Jim Isbell said . 
In other months,  Isbell said the post 
office handles about 600,000 pieces of 
mail . 
Christmas cards are not the only 
type of mail that is increased during the 
month of December, Isbell said . 
"Parcel post deliveries will increase 
from 3 , 500 to 4,000 in a month to 
5 ,000 to 5 , 500, " Isbell said . 
Another type of mail ,  circulars arid 
advertisements, decreases in volume in 
December before picking up again in 
January, Isbell said . 
" Advertisements drop off in  
·December . They mail most of these in  
October and November, "  Isbell said . 
He said businesses want their 
advertisements to get to customers in 
time to shop for Christmas . These 
mailings then increase in January due 
to after-Christmas sales , he said . 
Harold Hackett, superintendent of 
post office operations ,  said mailing of 
Chr i s tmas cards used to be 
concentrateG the week before 
Christmas . But he said that is no longer 
the case. 
"As long as the weather cooperates, 
we can keep up with' it pretty good , "  
Hackett said . "People now tend to 
spread out their mailing of cards 
throughout the month of December 
more than they used to . "  
Isbell said inclement weather could 
affect mail deliveries during the 
holidays . 
"The weather has a big effect on 
us ,"  Isbell said. " I f  there is a big 
snowstorm , that could hamper 
trucking routes . "  
Isbell said all mail to and from 
Charleston is processed in Champaign . 
If a truck could not make the run, this 
could cause a chain reaction which 
would halt deliveries . 
" It ' s  a relief to get through to make 
sure the people' s  Christmas mail gets 
there on time ,"  Isbell said . 
Not all December mail is destined 
for places within the United States . 
Isbell said there are about a dozen 
letters from the Charleston area each 
Christmas with the destination "North 
Pole . ' '  
" I n  the last few years there hasn't 
been as many (letters to Santa Claus) 
beca.use of the special drop-off points 
in the city for them,"  Isbell said . 
Those letters to Santa the post office 
gets are given to sororities and 
fraternities who make sure a reply is 
sent . 
In order to get packages and cards to 
friends and family on time, Isbell 
suggests mailing them at least two 
weeks before Christmas . 
Isbell acknowledged that some cards 
and letters are bound to get lost in the 
rush , which gives the postal service a 
bad name. But he sa'id less than I 
percent of the 35 ,000 pieces of mai l  the 
city handles a day is actually lost . 
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n the overs 
On the cover of section one is a Supplement Staff 
Fountainbleu Nursing Center resident Editor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Jane Meyer 
with a crocheted pi l low she has made Lab technicians . . . . . .  Kelvin Blanks, 
as a Christmas gift. Photo by Robin Tom Roberts , Robin Scholz , Marcia 
Scholz . 1 Steele 
On the cover of section two is an 1 Copy editors . . . . . .  Peggy McMeen, 
old-fashioned Christmas display at Sarah Coyle,  Laura Ziebell , Lola _ 
the Greenwood . School M useum.  Burnham 
Photo by Tom Roberts . 
A . AS CHRISTM 
WISH • • •  
Downtown Shopping Hour� 
Starting Dec. 1 
Mon . -Fri . , . . . . . . . . . . .  , . . . . . . . . . .  unti l  8 p . m . 
Sat . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  unti l  5 p . m . 





Charleston Card Co.  
Brainard, Bow.er & Kramer 
Charleston Federal Savings & Loan 
Charleston National Bank 
Coles County National Bank 
Coles Publishers 
Coles County Savings & Loan 
Columbian Savings & Loan 
Covalts 
Oe Meyer 
Eastern Ill inois 
Office Equipment 
Eatonize I nsurance 





l nyart 's  Shoe Store 
Mar Chris , 
Mack Moore 
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Sandy Ziegler, freshman , and Margaret Falconio,  sophomore , take 
precautionary measures whi le decorating the Christmas tree in their resident 
hall . This decorated tree can be seen on the first f loor of Ford Hal l .  (News photo 
by Kelvin Blanks) 
S�fety restrictions. apply 
to Christmas decorations 
by Dru Sefton to be fireproofed , it probably 
With the Christmas season comes shouldn' t  be up in the first place . ' '  
Christmas decorations and with those And there are certain decorations · 
come a few university restrictions for that are against university housing 
safety' s  sake which residents must policies, Lou He11cken, director of 
observe as they plan to brighten up student housing,  said. 
their rooms to reflect the seasf'n 's . . "Christmas tr.ees , both live and 
spirit . artificial , are permitted in main lounge 
Most of the residence halls around areas . Live trees must be fireproofed , "  
campus will b e  having Christmas trees Hencken said . "Only artificial trees are 
in the lobbies to add that "holiday permitted in individual rooms . 
touch , "  hall counselors said . "Christmas lights are permitted in 
But all the trees that . will be at lounge areas and individual rooms, but 
various locations on campus pose a candles are not , " Hencken said . 
problem-they are potential fire Hencken said a new policy 
hazards . prohibiting decorations which hang 
Everett Alms of the physical plant from the ceiling has been added in 
said the plant has been in charge of recent years . 
fireproofing the Christmas trees on "A few years ago several people 
campus for about 10 years now. were killed in a fire at a college that 
"We spray the trees with a special was started when decorations hanging 
fireproofing ,"  Alms said. "We don' t  from the ceiling were ignited, " 
spray any other decorations, however . Hencken said . 
If a decoration other than trees needs 
J� d�s. 
t>t<i" '0>-.tz 
0 ,.,, Mazuma Records ·& Tapes � 
(Between l kes & E.L. Krackers) 
· .... .For that Someone special---
" Give The Gift Of Music" 
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Mar-Chris Gift Shop· � 
W est Side of  the Square 345-44 1 2  
We Have Poinsettias 





Coffey's Flower Shop 
1 335 Monroe 
345-39 1 9  
. .  
4 Christmas C lose-Up Monday, Dec . 1 , 1 9 8 0  
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With uUatcy CZKay-Co9rnetic9 ! 
©utc 8�cQu9iiJe g�Ol Catce cptcogtcarn 
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G IVE YOU R CAR 
A PR ESENT 
LET E & M· BO DY SHOP 
F IX  IT  U P  BEFOR E 
CHR I STMAS BR EAK 
E & M BODY SHOP 
1519 MADISON 
PHONE 345-9310 
The Dally Eastern News 
The Elves are 
. · waiting to help you 
ge_t ready for thel 
· holidaySt . 7t>! 
Bring your finest 
clothes to 
Carol 's Cleaners 
for expert care. 
One Ho ur Service 
No Extra Charge 
345- 3050 
.:...� 6 1 6  6th St. · 
* �lock south of the 
Sq ua re on 6th 
- D  
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Mon .-Sat.  8 : 30-5 : 00 
Mon.  & F ri.  n ights till 8 
- D owntown Charleston -
-- Hairshaping. 
Special-
Mondays & Tuesdays- '-
You save at �-·  
Spurgeon 's 












Just bring in thecoupo� below 
and save! 
. Spurgeon's 
Reg. $6.50 Hairshaping Value 
5.00 wlcoupon 
I Valid December 1 ,2,8 &.. 9 
L _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  ! 
Tannenba um abounds 
Christmas trees have long played an important role in the celebrati ion of the 
Christmas hol idays . These Christmas trees on display are part of the Ct>ristmas 
decorations in area stores . (News photos by Marcia Steele and Robin Scholz. ) 
6 Ch ristmas C lose-Up M onday , Dec . 1 ,  1 98 0  The Dally Eastern News 
Crafty hands make cher i shed g ifts 
by Sarah Coyle 
Even with all the gadgetry and made-to­
order gifts available on the market today, · 
some of the most cherished gifts are those that 
are the simplest-created in the hearts and the 
hands of the givers . 
Residents of the Fountanbleu Nursing 
Center, 7 1 6  1 8th St . , are the makers of such 
gifts, creating ornaments and craft items to 
help brighten the season . 
" We (the residents) have been making a 
great · deal of  Christmas-type i tems . 
Everything. is made by the patients , here, with 
only instruction from me, ' '  Charlene Strode, 
the center ' s  activity director, said.  
Out of the 1 26 residents there are only 15 to 
20 residents actively involved in the activity 
center at Christmas time, Strode said .  
" I  have to kind of con them in to coming 
into the act�vity room , ' '  she j okes.  
May Findley and Mabel Miller are two of 
the center' s  residents that have been busy over 
the past few weeks creating gifts for the 
coming holiday. _ 
May came to the center over a year ago, and 
during that time she stayed pretty much to 
herself. 
"I thought I j ust didn ' t  want to bother 
other people, " May said , "I j ust never looked 
to see what was going on or anything . "  
Now May spends her whole day i n  the 
activity room . In fact,  Strode commented , 
May is usually sitting by the fountain in the 
entranceway first thing in the morning waiting 
for Strode to come in .  
May characterizes the feelings that the other 
residents have when it comes to making the 
Christmas items , Strode said .  
" You know, I rather enj oy it , " May said.  
"I feel this  way,  i f  I can help others by doing 
something like this. Another thing: I think if  I · 
stay in my room I get depressed . "  • 
" I  lost my husband, and I ' ve lost this and 
that. I j ust kind of hate to be by myself, " she 
added . 
May has been working on Christmas 
wreaths and is currently working on a large 
candy cane made from yarn.  Pointing to the 
candy cane she said,  ' 'This is a hummer . ' '  
Mabel is the resident artist . She designs the 
cover for the newsletter the residents put out. 
Mabel is working on a Santa Claus drawing 
for the December newsletter cover , Strode 
said .  " I 've got his head made, " Mabel said .  
Many of Mabel ' s  ideas come from pictures 
in magazines . She has never had any formal 
art training. 
" I  just sit down, take a pencil and write , "  
she said.  
And holiday celebrations at the center give 
the residents an opportunity to display and 
exchange the gifts they have created for 
. season . 
" We have parties throughout the holiday 
season , "  Strode said .  "The parties range 
from · family night, where the residents '. 
families visit ,  to a regular Christmas party 
with Santa Claus and presents for everyone. " 
"We do things big for holidays around 
here, " Strode added . However, Strode said 
many of the residents do not have any family 
to be with during the holidays . 
' 'The employees become their family.  All of  
the employees scramble around and make sure 
every resident gets a present , "  she said .  
Most  of  the gifts the residents make are . 
presented to. members of their family or their 
· favorite employee, with not too much gift 
exchanging among themselves . " They are · 
very, . very, thoughtful ,  loving and giving , "  
Strode said o f  the residents . 
Still many of the decorations and 
ornaments made by the craftsman at the 
center are available to the public at the center . 
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Christmas 
Residents of Fountanbleu N ursing Center ,  locate at 1 t t . , e p o 
brighten the Yuletide season by making hand-made crafts and g ifts for the 
Christmas holiday . Gifts are on sale to the public at the activity center .  
May Findley ( left) works on f in ish ing a large candy cane made from yarn , 
whi le a Fountanbleu resident (center) looks over some of the completed 
crafts , which are on display in the Center's activity room , ready to be sold . 
Mabel M il ler ri ht smiles as she holds up her f in ished product . 
N@lhfij _A_u_to_v_al_ue_s--'. I $84-$} 44 
""'�"''",�-...- _'"""" ·off four. 




er glass belts 
TUBELESS REGULAR SALE PLUS BLACKWALL PRICE PRICE F.E.T. SIZE EACH EACH EACH 
A78- 1 3  $46 $36 1 . 7 6  
E78- 1 4  $54. $42 2 . 2 1  
G78- 1 4  $ 6 L  $49 2.54 
G78- 1 5  $62 $50 2.62 
H78- 1 5  $65 $5j 2.84 
L 78- 15"  $77 SS 3 . 1 3  
N O  TRADE-IN NEEDED. Si:tea C78- 14 �h����I�:. �somaovr:i����e. at.a�il�i:.,s:ir�t. 
Sale ends December 6th. 
Mon . -Thurs. · . . .  8 : 30 - 5 : 00 
Fri . . . . . . . . . . . 8 : 30-8: 30 
Sat . ·  . . . . . . . . .  8 : 30 - 1 :00 
Rain Grappler Radial. 
• 2 aramid belts-pound for pound 
are 5 times stronger than steel 
• Tough aramid belts stabilize tread 
• C ross-slotted tread designed to 
. 
flush wa�er away quickly,.easily 
Slzt: �'ITS 
1 7 5 - 1 3  
1 85R- 1 4  
205R- 1 4  
205R- 1 5  
2 1 5R- 1 5  






$ 1 1 2  
122 
SAU: 
l ' I U C �  
1 .97 
2 . 1 4  
2 . 6 1  
2 . 5 7  -
2 .79 
3 08 
S11;{'1JR71'1 I� Fl<//\ l� ,md FH.71'1- L .; 1 1 1.,., , " · " l,,hh· at •111111.u· "" "'lo:· 
Sale t-nd.s Dttem�r 6th.  
Mounting included. 
4 1 8 W .  Lincoln 
Charleston, IL 
Phone : 3 4 5 - 2 1 3 7 
News photos by Robin Scholz 
t�������������� 
� E l e g a n t  B ra s s � S o l i d  B ra s s  B o w l s  � � a n d Candlesticks . . . 7." & up.  � 
� Sma l l  brass a n i mals ,  b i rds,  � f4 butterf l i es,  l etter openers, easel \'4 � photo fra m es, Ca n n ons brass � 
� ta b l es & f loor lamps . . .  $20 to 48.". � � 
i-
, � f4 \ .- - -
� -- \ � . ),_ 
� 
� . . . . � � Lim ited Edit ions of 5 0  hand s i lk-screened pr ints � � 2 2 "  x 30" . . Y$ 
� Fabu lous,  Exot ic - for wal ls-Print of O ld Ma i n  for � 
\'4 yourself ! $ 1  o .  oo · f4 � C a m bod i a n  Tem ple Art transferred to heavy cotton � 
W duck,  s i lk-screen . process , G�n uda B i rd , Elephant � 
� and Warriors , Danc ing G i rls . F i l l  you r  wall from � � cei l ing to f loo r .  $1 8 t� $35.  
. _ . 
1'd 
� Hand-�oven Ha ngmgs from Cambodia-some � f4 especial ly for C hristmas : $1 2.  95 to 24. 95 � � Rockers - make someone comfy this C hristmas . � �Specic;tl ly or iced . $79.95 to 94.95 � 
� lJN INISHED � 
� . Nf INISHED � 
����d�=� � 
8 Ch ristmas C lose-U p M onda
y , Dec . 1 ,  1 9 80 
• AtterBath 
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-G ift types c ited as reaso� for early sa les . . .  
by Peggy McMeen now. Music items and instruments a " I fl p 
Although the Christmas Eve shopper are also popular among gift buyers this •i••�••rn••��lf is almost as traditional as gift-giving year . 
itself, area store owners agree that the Kathy Cooper, of Samuel Music in 
number of shoppers fitting this the Cross County Mall in Mattoon, 
description is dwindling as sales on said sheet music and guitars are big 
Christmas items have been increasing Christmas sellers.  
since around the first of November . "Parents buy their children guitars 
And store owners , managers and because they are good for learning 
workers come to an agreement that the mHsic and are less expensive that 
reason for the early sales may well be pianos, "Cooper said . 
the types of gifts that are on the market Mister Music employee Lisa Kirts 
this year . . said the big sellers this holiday season 
Although there are some new items are country rock,  children' s  records ,  
that are selling well this year, carrying cases 'and stereos ,  along with 
storeowners say million dollar sales Christmas music . Cassettes are selling 
products from a year ago, such as better than any other form of 
various computer games , are primary recording , Kirts said . 
sales targets this season for shoppers Another type of gift that is popular 
The big sellers in toys this year, said among all ages is clothing , store 
Delores Malone of Benedict ' s  owners said. 
Wellworth Store at 6 1 3  Monroe, are Kathy Lawhorn, employee in the 
"anything · saying ' Strawberry women's  department of Bergner' s  in 
Shortcake '  or  ' Star  Wars . " ' the Cross County Mall, said velour 
"Strawberry Shortcake" is a 5-inch tops and blazers made of wool, 
doll smelling like strawberries . corduroy and velvet are selling well this 
Malone said Barbie dolls are making year . Sales in blouses have almost 
a comeback and dollhouse furniture is doubled and sweaters are a "top seller. 
also a big item. Electronic sports games Lawhorn said styles for women are 
are selling as well this year as they did more tailored and conservative this 
last year . Remote control cars and year, and less frilly and disco .than last 
racing sets have decreased in demand year . 
from last year, she said.  
· 
Linda Peel of Bergner' s  said velours 
Priscilla Hite, another employee of and sweaters are also big sellers for the 
Benedict ' s ,  said new dolls this year are men. Jeans, dress shirts and suits sold 
"Happy Baby ,"  which makes laughing piece by piece have all .been popular , 
sounds, and "Baby Soft Sounds , "  ;md the store i s  trying t o  keep u p  with 
which makes a variety of happy and the demand for straight-leg corduroys . 
fussing noises . Vests and turtlenecks, which sold well 
Terri Moore, of Ben Franklin ' s  at last Christmas , haven' t  been as much 
1430 E. St . , said " Strawberry in demand, Peel said . 
Shortcake ,"  " Happy Baby , "  Star 
Wars items and electronic games are 
also their Christmas best-sellers , while 
demand for electronic calculators for 
children has slacked off from last year . 
Clarice Humphres and other local residents have started their Christmas . 
shopping in stores which have been fi l led with hol iday paraphernalia, includJng a 
variety of artificial trees, for the past month .  
· 
. . .  experts g ive t i ps on toys to buy 
The Cricket Cage, at 501  Seventh W A S H I N G T O N  ( A P ) - T h e  the Consumer · Information Center , 
St. , stocks a larger variety of approach of Christmas means it' s the Dept . 1 1 3 J ,  Pueblo, Colo . ,  8 1009. 
Christmas gift items along with their prime toy-buying season for many To start with , says the commission, 
regular gift inyentory, said Shirley Americans , and the experts say it pays read the label before you buy toys . 
Swickard of the shop . Their inventory to use some judgment when shopping They should state what age child can 
includes ornaments ,  stained glass for them. handle the toy. 
items ,  nutcrackers and German Desire raised by advertising may And read the instructions in the store 
smokers and pyramids.  reach beyond a chil9' s abilities , a to make sure you will be able to 
you are likely to have to put it together 
and explain i t .  · -
The comm1ss1on says to be 
particularly careful about toys that 
shoot any kind of object . Not only 
could another child ' s  eyes be injured, 
your child could look into the toy when 
it is loaded-a real danger. 
Their Christmas sales began in situation that can lead to frustration understand how it works . After all , 
ptember, Swickard said . and even injury . ���'£f:�f:.'£f:£f:.���';t. 
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A N D  NOW I T ' S  T I M E  TO TALK C H RISTMAS & Yes, Virginia, There A R E  books for hr! 
&! everyone from stocking-stuffers at 49«1: ( LOVE POTIONS anyone?) to FANTASTIC � · 
� ARCH ITECT U RE at a mer� $35 (WEBSTER's biggie at $59.95) & everything from SOU P to t Place � N U TS (and/or Woody Allen) in between (wra p, C h ristmas cards, calendar i ncluded) at " � , .  � your· � TH E LINCOLN BOO K SHOP . " 
personal Christma 
classified with The 
� Sixth & Bucha na n l' 
� " O ne Block Nort h  of Old Ma i n "  = � FOR THOSE W H O  " D O N ' T  READ M U C H " consider beautifully bound m a n u script, address � � & recipe books (diaries, coloring books & MAZES for the younger set ! )  to dictionaries for j! Daily Eastern N ews 
by noon Dec. 811 1  SCRABBLE , CROSSWORD & SPO
RTS freaks & wonderful  wooden SANTAS ! ANGELS!  � � SNOWMEN ! to trim your tree (1 0� Kllban CATS too!)  IN SHORT: Something for Everyone t &! ' 'where the books are' ' DAILY 9-5 Saturdays 1 0-4 (Closed Sundays) 345-6070 '111 ����������������'Im������������������������ . -
1 O Chr istm as C lose-U p Mo nday. Dec . 1 ,  1 980 




Look For You 
Open Mon. - Sot. 
�� ·  
'�..a1:· 
. Across from Wi lb  Wo l l�er 
Shopping Center 34�-5 7 1 2 
3rd Annual 
: Christmas Party 
De�ember 3,  1 980 
Featuring: 
ge�iegt �· :. 
g_a"ta CQaug \JJeQpett 
Co"tegt 
1 st place $50 
2nd & 3rd . . .  champagne 




W•ppy- • �cH•ppy- • -fcH•ppy- •. -fc11•PPY ·� "Holid•yj · -�f'"Holid•Y(J "Ho/id•Y(J "Holid•Y(J 
Get your car running # · �  
as smooth as s 
Santa's sleigh 
. . .  take advantage of 
Bob Hickman's 
quality service 
Have a safe trip home 
for a Happier New Year! 
Bob Hickman Ford · ·  
1600 Lincoln 
Chris tmas shop at th.e 








next semester . � O n e  s t o p  c o n ve n i e n t  
C h r i s t m a s  s h o p p i n g  
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The Dally Eastern N ews M onday ,Dec . 1 ,  1 980 
Spirit of C·hristmas marred 
by exc�ss commercialism 
Is Christmas it really worth 
.Marc Pacatte anymore? 
Sometimes I wonder. When I was 
little, maybe I just wasn't aware of it, Storekeepers dus.t off the Christmas 
but Christmas seemed to be a lot less tapes the day after Thanksgiving and 
commercialized . play them on through Christmas , 
We all know Christmas marks the enabling shoppers to "get into the 
birth of Christ, and a few of us even spirit" as all the old favorites are piped 
know that Jan. 6 is Epiphany, the throughout the stores . 
coming of the wise men to pay tribute This bothers some shoppers ,  but just 
to Jesus in Bethlehem. When we were imagine working eight hours every day 
younger , these religious aspects,  from Thanksgiving to Christmas to the 
including going to church with your strains of the same tape over and over. · 
family , played a pretty big role in the If I ever hear " Have a Holly Jolly 
festivities . Christmas" again, it will be too soon . 
But by the time we take mythology The television commerCials hawking 
courses in- high school and college , and their Christmas wares have become 
learn how missionaries slickly adapted · almost as much of a staple to the 
Christian celebrations to the old pagan season as Fred Astaire and Burl Ives' 
ones , we don' t  like to go to church any voiCes have on Christmas TV specials .  
more with the family . What' s more , we The commercials have come a long 
are not too happy about trudging to way from the days when the worst 
Aunt Hilda's house, where 43 people thing consumers were subjected to was 
you never see want to know how " it ' s  the little Sarita sliding over the 
going" at school . snowbanks on a Norelco · electric 
What sours me the most is the shaver . 
commercialism of the holiday . That one ' s  still around, but the 
Megabucks .  That ' s  what Christmas onslaught of commercials generated by 
seems to mean- to merchants all over early ads like that one are not as tame. 
the country . When I worked a"t a retail An example that . comes to mind is 
store, more than one half of the store's · the clerk who refuses to sell the last 
profits for the year were procured in video game because he's  become so 
ro u g h l y  o n e  m o n t h , _ fr o m  attached to it .  
Thanksgiving to Christmas . Profits for When each year brings more and 
the other 1 1  months are pretty lean in more commercialization to the 
comparison. holiday , I wonder just how much of 
The commercial bombardment starts the Christmas traditions that I ' ll / . 
even before Thanksgiving-" only 84 remember well enough to pass on to 
shopping days until Christmas . "  But it another generation . 
really accelerates after that . I 'm  not going to worry about that 
In fact ,  the day after Thanksgiving i s  this year though . I ' ll be too busy at 
the biggest shopping day of the year . Aunt Hilda' s-watching TV. ���V���VVVVVVVVV �VVVVVVVVVA 
! HAPPY HOUDAY i 
= WISHES . .  ·FR OM = = THE CRE W A T  = 
C 727 7th Sporty's = � � � � � � � � � . Qol � 1r &; � . N � � I • � � I � � l � � l � � � �  � � � � � Don't forget to join us for this. . .  = 
I� Friday 's Happy Hour g� · 3-6pm l"'I mixed drinks . . .  15c pitchers . . . . .  $ 1 .15 � FREE popcorn � II - � II -Friday Saturday- � 
I
" Knuth · ' 'Honorable , �= Osterman 
" Garrison Mention'. ' � 
" ' 9 -1 2 :30 9-12:30 = 
-��vvvvvvvvvvv�vvvvvvvvvvv�1 
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All This ·�·Only $229.95 
e8 Days ... - 7 Nights at The 
_ 
_ - SHERA TON- INN or 
- BEACHCOMBER iri the 
heart of DA YTONA BEA CH !! 
· •Price Includes Transportatio 
via Luxury Coaches and 
Choice of Above Hotels · 
• Optional One Day Trip to 
. DISNE Y WORLD 
•Full Time Tour Consultant 
Don 't Settle for Second Best 
Go With The Travel Experts 
$29.95 Deposit Holds You Space · 
Representing Fiesta Bus Tours, Inc. 
Charleston Travel Bureau -
· 7 1 2 Jackson Street 
345-773 1 345-6272 
����� 
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) � y phristmas�Se: · 
Past revis ited' 
� 
1 3  
1 4  Chr istm'as C lose-Up 
M onday , Dec 1 , 1 980 
Package Your Car 
For Christmas 
Have It repainted! 
• Both American &.. Fore ign 
Body Repairs 
• Complete Body &.. 
Co l l isi on Repair 
• Expert Refi n ish i ng 
3 rd &.. Washi ngton 
-Mon .-Fr i . 8 a . m . - 5 : 30 p . m .  
Sat . 8 a . m . -noon 
/. ' - - ·  
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D icke n s ' c lass ic  ret u rn s  by pop u lar  dema n d  
by Laura Ziebell 
The Christmas spirit arrived earlier than usual for 
some 40 Eastern students who have been singing 
carols and rehearsing their holiday greetings for 
several weeks in preparation for Eastern's  
Christmas theater production of "A Christmas 
Carol. " Gerald Sullivan,  director of the show, 
said planning for the production, which will be 
presented at 8 p.m . on Dec. S, 6, 12 and 1 3 ,  and at 2 
p .m.  on Dec. 7 and 1 4  in the Doudna Fine Arts 
Theater, started months ago.  , 
· "The first preparation for this year's  Christmas 
show actually began last spring, " Sullivan said. 
Since then Sullivan and a few others have worked 
on the play , which has been brought back this· year 
by popular demand . 
"We first did 'A Christmas Carol' in 1 977 and 
because so many people asked us to present it again, 
we decided to include it in our 1 980-8 1 production 
schedule, ' '  Sullivan said . 
The set of "A Christmas Carol" is divided up 
into three platforms on which the mairi scenes at 
Scrooge' s  office, bedroom and the Cratchit 
household are presented , Sullivan said . Faculty 
member Clarence Blanchette designed the set . 
· Faculty member Nancy Paule designed the 
costumes for "A Christmas Carol" in 1 977 and is 
again in charge of costumes for this year' s  
production . · , 
"This time around it was a little less work since 
we were able to pull a lot of the costumes from the 
vault , "  Paule said.  "But still , there were · 5 5  
costumes to  be  coordinated , fitted , altered and 
organized which will always be a lot oJ work . " 
Sophomore Eric Duchinsky is looking foward to 
seeing how eerie his costume and make-up will be. 
Duchinsky will be playing the ghost of Jacob 
Marley . 
" I 'm not going to make weird ghost noises or 
talk in a wavering voice , but my costume that ' s  
made up of ripped bandages and chains will sure 
look eerie, "  he said.  
Eastern student Chuck Greenwood has designed 
the lighting effects to enhance the ghost scenes . 
These students wi l l  be starring in Eastern's 
Christmas Theater production of "A Christmas 
Carol . "  Forty students have been singing carols 
and rehearsing holiday greetings for the 
production .  Left to right are sophomore Kevin 
Rettke , sophomore Pat . McGurk, freshman Jeff 
"Whene.ver one of the ghosts are on stage they 
will be kept in a bluish light as will Scrooge when he 
comes near the ghosts, "  Greenwood said. 
"The action that the ghosts' are describing-for 
example, how Christmas will be in the future-will 
be highlighted in a different light. We're also going 
to try to create a fog when the ghosts appear, "  he 
added. 
' 
Greenwood will also appear on stage as the part 
Treat yourself to a 
study break at 
MON/CAL 'S 
Bennett , freshman Becky Cox arid sophomore Eric 
Duchinsky .  The play wi l l  be presented at 8 p . m .  
Dec . 5 ,  6, 12 , 13 and at 2 p . m .  Dec . 7 ,  14 , i n  the 
Doudna Fine Arts Center. (News photo by Wayne 
Purdy) 
of Scrooge when he was a school boy. 
Sophomore Becky Cox will portray the Ghost of 
Christmas Future. 
"It  may sound a little crazy, but I really wanted 
that part . The ghost appears in a long black cloak 
that covers both the face and hands . I'm over six 
feet tall and next to hunched-over Scrooge, I 'm 
hoping to  look really mysterious . I really like the 
part but it takes a lot of concentration. "  
R lJ G S  
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Fest iva l  of Han u kka·h 
celebrated wit h  l ig hts 
by Susan Schlanser 
While many Eastern students are 
anticipating the upcoming Christmas 
season, the Jewish Community will 
also be celebrating their own special 
holiday-Hanukkah, the festival of 
lights . 
Beginning Wednesday, the eight-day 
festival commemorates the liberation 
of Jerusalem from Syrian invaders, 
Aaron Bernstein, president of the 
Mattoon Jewish Community Center, 
said . 
Bernstein said while Hanukkah is 
not a major Jewish holy day,  such as 
Yorn Kippur, Jewish families do 
- celebrate · the festival by holding 
candle- l ight ing ceremonies  and 
exchanging small gifts . 
The candle-lighting ceremony is a 
major part of the holiday, Bernstein 
said. 
At the beginning of the celebration, 
nine candles are placed in a holder 
called a menorah . One candle is called 
a shamos and is used to light the other 
eight candles.  On the first day of the 
holiday , celebrants light one candle , on 
the second day, two candles are lighted 
and so forth until all eight candles are 
lit . 
This ritual was adopted as a part of 
the history of the Jewish religion. 
Bernstein said when the · Syrians took 
over Jerusalem under the leadership' of 
Antioch us IV,  they tried to force their· 
Greek religion on the Israelites . . 
Some of the Israelites , who becam.e 
known as the Hellenists,  accepted the 
Syrians ' rule, but others, under the 
leadership of the high pr ies t  
Mattathias , fled . into the hills to  
organize a revolt , Bernstein said. 
The revolt ,  which was led .bY 
Mattathias' son, Judah, lasted for 1 0  
years from 175  B .C .  until 1 65 B .C .  
Bernstein said . When the  Israelites 
regained control of Jerusalem, they 
rededicated their temple and cleansed it 
of pagan gods . 
· As part of this cleansing process, the 
I sraelites lit a candle to celebrate the 
Sabbath and they found they only had 
enough o�l to keep the candle lit for 
one day . 
However, as the legend goes, the 
candle miraculously stayed lit for eight 
days, hence the eight-day celebration 
of Hanukkah. · 
Bernstein said in modern times , 
besides the candle-lighting ceremony, 
Jewish families say special prayers for 
the celebration and give small gifts to  
children on  each of the  eight days . He 
also said it is traditional for Jewish 
families to eat pancakes made from 
grated potatoes or buckwheat and 
served with applesauce or sour cream . 
Marrissa Farber , a freshman at 
Eastern and a native of Skokie, said 
her family celebrates Hanukkah by 
exchanging one large gift on the first 
day of the holiday . She added her 
mother gave her small gifts such as 
candy on the rest of the eight days 
when 'she was a child . 
Farber said this year she would like 
to celebrate the holiday by having some 
type of menorah for her room. 
" I  think my roommates would enjoy 
that ,"  she added. 
The fol l owi ng advertisers wish everyone a 
� Merry Ch ristnias and a Happy Hol iday Season!!! � 
Figure 8 Fitness Club, Inc. 
Charleston National Bank Have We Got A 
Present Fot You !  
We Have Moved To 
University Village ·-
Right A cross From Campus 
Fill up your s tocking with tofu, 
· s unflower seed kernels , honey, wheat 
germ-, herbs , spices and vitamins ! 
Su n nyside-Natura l  Foods 
Mon.-Sat. 10-6 • 345-9445 
We are OPEN Dec. 3, Wednesday 
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Cou nty h istory rel ived i n Christmas exh i 
by Vicki Shaw fruits (such as pieces of dried apples) , ribbons, 
Like children on Christmas morning , they homemade dolls; bittersweet and bird nests . 
stood silently staring at the tree, with eyes Toys included rag dolls made from cloth 
wide as quarters and traces of smiles on- their scraps and burlap and homemade wooden 
faces . Somewhere · deep inside their hearts, games such as checker boards with playing 
memories of Christmases past were stirring . pieces made out of corn husks . Other 
'They' are visitors who have come to see the common presents found underneath the 
newest Greenwood School  Museum pioneer tree were handccarved whistles and 
exhibit-"Trees, Trimmings and Toys : 1 50 animals such as horses . 
Years of Christmas in Coles County : • '  _ Duane Elbert , curator of the museum and a 
The exhibit, located in the renovated one- member of Eastern' s  history department, said 
room schoolhouse at the corner of Seventh since so much time and effort was spent 
Street and . Hayes Avenue in Charleston, · making the toys , they were given excellent 
features Christmas trees , ornaments and toys treatment by the pioneer children . 
illustrating four different periods in Coles And just because they were homemade did 
County History: the Pioneer Era ( 1 830- 1 860) , not mean they were rugged and unpleasant to 
the Victorian Era ( 1 880- 19 10) ,  the Depression look at . Visitors commented on the 
Era ( 1 925- 1 940) and the Contemporary Era craftsmanship it took to make the wagon 
( 1 955 to now) . which is .on display . The wheels of the wagon 
Taking a trip through the exhibit is as if one are carefully lined with a metal , made of 
were taking a trip through time and seeing the either brass or copper. 
· 
past traditions of Christmas , beginning with By 1 880, the beginning of the Victorian · 
the first · Christmas after Coles County was Era, Christmas took on a new look . Store-
formed . 
· 
bought ornaments began replacing those that 
Upon entering the schoolhouse one is met were homemade. German-made ornaments of 
with the sound of simple, but sweet Christmas . various shapes and sizes were used along with 
carols, the prcduct of recorded music boxes tin, wax and cardboard decorations such as 
from the late 1 9th century . American flags and paper chains. 
A card beside the exhibit explains that on The pine Christmas trees were also 
Dec . 25 , 1 830, when the county was first decorated . with cranberry and popcorn strings 
. created , Christmas customs were more widely and candles , since candles became a popular 
practiced in Europe than in America . Slowly type of decoration in this period . 
the United States began accepting the holiday This era was accompanied by the beginning 
with its customs and traditi01;1s with the arrival of mass-produced toys . Tin had been used to 
of many German and English immigrants . By make toys since the 1 860s and cast iron items 
VICTOR IA� 
1880-1910 ' 
the late 1 9th century, the celebration was were beginning to become popular in items 
much like we know it today . - incluJing banks, wagons and trains . ---._ During the Depression and World War The popularity of the tree grew rapidly Coles C 
During the Pioneer Era, pine trees could I i ,  the toys became· more simplified . The and by the 1 930s and the Depression, trees orname1 
not be found in the county so families relied Dolls , -dollhouses · and various accessories cast iron toys were replaced by those were found in most homes at Christmas characte 
on sqiall trees or limbs for their Christmas were popular gifts for the girls at that time . made from stamped tin since they were time. Decorations were limited to a few Visito 
trees . Wool was placed along the tops· of the Board games and books were also popular less expensive. older ornaments for the trees . museum 
branches to simulate snow and the branches gifts while serving a double purpose of Christmas trees have -also undergone The only artificial tree in the exhibit is Sunday 
were decorated with cookies, candies , nuts, entertainment and moral teachings . changes from earlier times . there to indicate the Contemporary Era in Admi 
�t!t!t!t!t!t!t!t!t!t!t!tit!t!t!t!t!t!t!t!t!t!t!t!t!t!t!t!tl� �11111f111J1J1J'IJ111111111111111111111111�111111111111 �"' 
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Coles County . A_rtificial trees , reusable 
ornaments and smaller lights are 
characteristic of'the 1 950s period . 
Visitors may view all the exhibits in the 
museum from l : 30 to 4. · p .m .  every 
Sunday afternoon until Dec . 2 1 . 
Admission is free. · 
· 
\ 
Fergy 1 - . . . ' \  




Happy New Year 
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"If you ain 't a cow boy, 
' ' you a in 't ? ? ?  " 
' ,, -:....:._ 
. . .  
"Sa ve water-­
shower with a friend. "  
Monday.Dec . t ,  t 980 Chr istmas C lose-Up 
The Greenwood School Museum in Charleston is now d isplaying exhibits of 
1 50 years of Christmas . In the photo at far left , a young cowboy examines g ifts 
from a typical Victorian Christmas . The middle photo shows a Christmas 
favorite--the toy soldier. Above , a woman looks at toys g iven during more 
recent Christmases. 
News photos by Tom.Roberts 
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Handel ' s  ' Messiah ' 
'Musical to be pre·sented 
by chorus an d symphony 
by Judy Kalita of the choruses . 
A traditional. fendition · of the ,� 'The ·"Messiah'  is divided into three 
Christmas choral ,._ proauction � of se::tions. The texf for each section was · 
Handel ' s  "Messiah" is an offering of taken from various parts of the Bible, 
Eastern' s  music department during the Snyder said. The first section deals 
earning holiday season . with Christmas and the birth of Christ . 
Eastern' s  Oratorio Chorus and the The second section deals with the 
Eastern Symphony will be (eatured in\ ·  suffering and death of Christ . The 
the presentation, Robert E. Snyder, fi nal  sect i.on deals  with  the  
director of the  "Messiah' ; said.  Resurrection and the worship of the 
The ' 'Me's iah" will be pres�nt:ed at ·· ·  dsen qhrist , Snyder said . 1 
8 p .m.  DecM3 ,  and at 4 p . m .  Dec . 14. · Eastern' s 'Choir and orchestra will 
Tickets are $2. 56 fot adults and present the entire first section of the 
$ 1 .50 for students and senior citizens, · �Messiafi ' '"  and selected parts of the 
Faires said. Tickets can be ordereo in second and third section, . Snyder said . 
advance from the music department . The second section will incli de the 
Snyder said the "Messiah" is famous "Halleluia Chorus , "  Snyder 
classified as an oratorio. ' said . Parts of. the third section will 
1 f'AJ oratoi,i� is "a dramatic ' work include . a horns ofiJ"Worthy is the 
employing choruses : orchestral music , Lamb, "  attached with an "Amen" 
ensembles and soloists, but it is not chorus,  Snyder said . - I 
intended .to b staged dramatically."  "This choru.s is more emotional and 
Snyder said. :!'Hande�s oratorios are more ' musically stimulating than the 
considered to be tfie most celebrated of ' Halleluia Chorus , " '  Snyder said . The 
all English oratorios . Today , the text of this chorus is taken from the 
"Messiah" is the most populariO,f all . book of Reyelations , tie added . 1L..,' .... � - - · -' ·-+- · ·  . .. : . . - -Han9el ' s oratorios. '.r .� .• · ; '"  The "Messiah ' !  was ot originally 
The "Messiah" t features -i a ' l'full intended as a Christmas Oratorio ,  . 
l ( chorus, a full orchestra, a string Snyder said . But due to the large 
quintet a9d student soloi§ts, S�yder Christmas section, it . became popular 
said . · The music ·alternates from in America for performances in' the 
sections with ful l .  choi'f' 'and full yuletide season. The "Messiah" is 
orchestra, to solo arias accompanied commonly sung · during the Easter 
by a string quintet and . harj)sichotdt A· holidays in other countries , Snyder 
pipe organ is also 'being used on some . said.  _ • / 
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Make s ure there are 
-presents un der the 
tree n ext Christmas 
Start your. Christmas club 
sa vings account with the 
Bank of Charleston NO W! 
5 1fil  i nterest 
com pou nded da i ly 
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Bank of Charleston · 
62 1 West Lincoln 
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M usic department to hold • +· • + • + • + • + 4 
Christmas Mad riga l feast •WOUDAf Q:JITINGS*� 
by Laura Ziebell "The ensemble will play various 6 .� Eastern ' s  music department will fanfares as processionals , to announce ft:�! from ,,,,,.-
present the Madrigal Dinner Feast on guests and to introduce the feast .  They 
��;�t���c��l��:y n;r::sA�� :r���in�� ��1t :��o a���n���������s��;�g c����: . � 4rn(?r1 1 1 () � § 
on campus .  Snyder said . "  
The Madrigal dinners will be held at This year ' s  dinners will b e  held i n  the 6 6: 30 p . m .  Thursday , Friday and University U nion Grand .Ballroom , ft . .,,";. 
Saturday in the Union addition Grand instead of in the Rathskeller as in 
Ballroom . previous years,  he said .  
New to the musical production , now Snyder said the spedal dinner • 
· in its sixth year at Eastern, are includes wassai l , (a hot , spicy punch) , 
Eastern ' s  Chamber Singers , who will cranberry salad , Beef Wellington , .. 
be costumed in medieval dress and herbed rice, buttered California ft: .. ";. 
accompanied by a . brass ensemble, vegetables , rye bread and whipped 
Robert E. Snyder of the music butter .  Dessert will be flaming candied Jtl/llltl, 
department said .  ginger cake pudding with hard sauce . �· 
"The Madrigal Feasts promise to be Coffee and iced tea will be served with 
some of t)1e loveliest evenings on the meal , Snyder added . 6 campus, " Snyder said . Snyder said the newest addition .to ft: .. ! 
One of the highlights of the evening the Feast i s the performance of the 
will be the performance of "Amahl chamber opera, "Amahl and the Night Jtl/llltl, 
and the Night Visitors , "  the chamber Visitors . " Music faculty member �· 
opera by Gian Carol Menotti, Snyder Delbert Simon is directing the opera as 
said.  part of a music-theater workshop class .  6 Snyder is coordinating the event Tlie opera, which will be performed ft:�! 
along with Bill Clark , area head of the in  E nglish , is rapidly becoming the 
Union. most favorite Christmas chamber 
· "The Madrigal dinner offers such a opera and has been on television each • 
unique Christma's experience , "  Snyder year for more than a decade, Simon 
said . "The Chamber Singers will  all be said .  
dressed in costume and they will s ing "The magic of the  story revolves ttt! 
various carols and songs throughout around the fact that he is  miraculously 
the evening . Even the people who will healed as he offers his  crutch as a 
be serving the food will be dressed in gift , "  Simon said .  . • old English tavern-style clothing. A "The opera is written as through the 
brass ensemble will play fanfares to boy ' s  eyes and i t ' s  a very entertaining 
announce different courses of  the story for people of all ages , ' '  Simon ft�: 
meal . "  added . '"1 
The brass ensemble is made up of Tickets for the Madrigal dinners are 
two trumpets,  two trombones , a $ 1 2 . 50 per person and reservations are 
French horn and a· tuba, Harold L . required to attend the dinner . 
Hillyer , music director said .  
-Charleston Plaza-
Treat yourself this Christmas to : 
• Betmar •Aris 
. . .  hat and scarf accessories 
• London Fog • Pacific Trail 
• Aspen • Fox Run 
. . .  quilted, reversab le 
and zip- out jackets 
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equipment and darkroom 
supplies 
RMS Aud io a nd Bose have a 
C hristma� g ift for you ! ·� 
T h e  B O S E  M o d e l  9 0 1  
loudspeaker offers you the sound of 
a l ive performer by using the 
concept of Direct Reflected Sound.  
The 901 's require on ly 1 O watts of 
power and have no top side power 
l imitation . · This speaker system 
regularly sells for $950. 00 a pair .  
This Christmas RMS has solved your question of power .  From now 
until X-mas with the purchase of the BOSE Model 9 0 1  's at the regular 
price of 950 . 00 ,  each customer will receive the BOSE Model 550 
receiver a t  N O  EXTRA CHARGE. That's right ! A 40 watt/channel 
AM/FM stereo' receiver with bui lt in  equal ization for the 90 1 speaker 
system.  A 380 . 00 retai l  value with no additional cost!  
A u d io 
Specia l ists 507 7th Street 
Our 2 nd g ift for X-mas is for those of you . 
that love the sound of the BOSE 90 1 's ,  but 
don't qu ite have the money . Here's the deal : 
buy the BOSE Model 550 receiver at the 
regular price. of $380 . 00., plus buy the Sony 
PS-T2 2 ,  Semi-automatic Direct Drive 
Turntable with Ortofon cart at our regular 
price of $200 . 00 ;  For a total of 580 .00 ,  and 
you wi l l  receive a pair of BOSE Model 30 1 
loudspeakers at NO EXTRA .CHARGE. A 
$260 . 00 retai l value .  Now for the best part , 
since you purchased the BOSE 550 
receiver with bui lt in  equal ization for the 
9 0 1  's ,  RMS wi l l  allow you to trade the 30 1 's 
up to the 90 1 's anytime within one ·year of 
your purchase date for only $550 . 00 . 
Financing a vailable � 345_2662 
for those who qualify. 
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